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AVING noted the millennial flow of the broad
streams of religious and social history, constantly
intermingling in one living totality, from time to
time separating to produce fateful discord, only to
reunite in a new harmony, we might conveniently terminate
our investigation at this point. Today discord appears most
intense, and a new harmony far from discernible. From the
vantage point of past experience, however, it may be possible
—not' only to evaluate the present, but also to sketch rough
outlines of the future. This epilogue will strive to do both
within brief compass, and to discuss present actualities and
future probabilities, as they appear to the present author.
The task has been approached with great diffidence, because
of the realization that, leaving the firm ground of historical
fact, ascertainable for the most part by objective methods
of scholarly investigation, we enter a realm where partisan bias necessarily colors the analyses and prognoses of all
who, by virtue of their position in the midst of the battle, are
in some ways best able .to furnish authentic data. This epi
logue cannot hope altogether to escape the tinge of personal
conviction.
The first section of this chapter, devoted to an analysis
of the critical aspects of contemporary Judaism, permits an
approximation of scientific objectivity. In subsequent sug
gestions for remedial counteraction, however, the author's
personal opinions and attitudes must needs come to the fore,
clearly and unequivocally. The sympathetic reader, even he
who disagrees with most of these conclusions, will recognize
the legitimacy of their underlying motivations, which, in the
• profoundest sense, present no contradiction: a quest for truth,
•*' and an interest in the preservation of the Jew for the common
. benefit of himself and all mankind."^
The Jewish people are passing through one of the greatest
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their historical crises. Not the upheavals of early modern
es, nor the rise of Islam, nor, perhaps, even the simultarie8 loss of national independence and the maturing of the
eat daughter religion in the first century, were fraught with
ore dangers for Jewish survival than are contemporary deelopments. One must go back perhaps to the First Exile
to find a situation equally threatening. The fact that Jews
and Judaism have so long survived against tremendous odds
may help to reassure the present generation. _ Their vitality
and persistence over more than three millennia have rooted
jhem in the life of this globe with ever deeper permanence.
Nevertheless, there has been heard for decades the unceasing
question: will the Jews survive-L That the question is most
frequently heard on Jewish lips need not be in itself a sign
of weakness, but it reveals the instinctive realization of in
creasingly large sections of Jewry that the day of nonrenective
persistence along the path of-T^ell-established folk hfe has
passed, and that a new rationale is needed for the approaching
decisive struggle for existence. There are perhaps more fui>
damentalist Christians today, than Jews who are satisfied with
the supernatural guarantees that Israel will last until the'end
of days. Nor are many Jews contented with an agnosticism
which proclaims that the ways of history are altogether in
scrutable, and that the Jews will probably manage to go on
living somehow. Rejecting the passivity of fatalistic answers,
most thoughtful Jews seek new, rational vistas into the future.
Above all, they seek to know their role in the events which
are to shape the destinies of their people.
BIOl/OGICAL DANGERS
Among the many danger signs today, the biological Is the
most conspicuous. The great fecundity, which, together with
the decreasing mortality rate, accouhted for the astounding
growth of Jewish population In the last three centuries, has
been steadily declining during recent years. In many Western
European communities, consisting largely of wealthy and thor
oughly assimilated Jews, the birth rate has fallen below the
level of reproduction. In Prussia, for example, there has
been an almost uninterrupted natural diminution since 1905, •
compensated for solely by immigration. In 1911-24, when the
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are to shape the destinies of their people.
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most conspicuous. The great fecundity, which, together with
the decreasing mortality rate, accounted for the astounding
growth of Jewish population in the last three centuries, has
been steadily declining during recent years. In many Western
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general population showed a natural increase'of 3,019,100,
the Prussian Jews had 18,252 more deaths than births. In
1925-28 the remarkably favorable balance of 1,182,056 in the
general population, contrasted sharply wfth the loss of 5,090
among Jews. Commenting on these figures, H. Silberglelt
rightly remarks that "this is no longer a crisis, this is a com
plete internal breakdown in the development of Jewish popu
lation" {Die Bevolkerungs-und Berufsverhdltnisse der Juden
im deutschen Reich, I, 38*). In Vienna, where most of the
250,000 Austrian Jews reside, 2,744 Jews were born and
2,866 died in 1920, while in 1929 n'atality (1,343) lagged
behind mortality (2,709) by more than 50 percent. This
unfavorable balance of 1,366 was surpassed in Budapest,
where it rose from 1,319 in 1931 to 1,58^in 1932. The two
central European capitals have thus been losing from twothirds to three-quarters of one percent annually, an unusually
high ratio even for metropolitan areas today.
In eastern Europe, too, at least in th'e larger towns, the
increase of the Jewish population has for years trailed behind
that of Christians. In Warsaw, for example, in 1925-29, the
Jewish population grew annually at the rate of only 4.4 for
every 1,000 inhabitants (15.5 births against 11.1 deaths),
while the Christian group showed an increase of 7.0
(22.4:15.4). In 1932 the general rate of increase of 13.7
for all Poland contrasted with a Jewish rate of 8.3 per
thousand. In Rumania the Jewish r^te in 1927 was 5.4, the
general rate 12.3. Soviet Russia, which still showS' astound
ing regenerative power, had a general increase of 23.3 per
thousand in 1926, and a Jewish increase of only 14.97. In
particular, the birth rate, which in the preceding three decades
had diminished from $0.2 'to 43.3 for every 1,000 of general
population, dropped in the case of the Jews from 35.9 to
24.6, the lowest rate of all major ethnic groyps in the Soviet
Union.
Almost everywhere in western Europe natality gradually
falls behind mortality, which, for many preceding decades,
had shown an even greater decrease. Prussian Jewry, for
example, with its mortality of 14.1 in 1928, and 15.4 in 1929,
could not expect substantially to reduce the figure, although
it has been in many countries as low as 8 or 9—9.1 among
the Jews of the Soviet Union in 1926—and varied among thi
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Prussian Christians in 1926-29 between 11.7 and 12.9 per
thousand. The protracted decline of the birth rate over a
long period has swelled the ranks of- the old and middle-aged,
who naturally show a greater mortality than the younger
groups. Of recent years Berlin Jewry has not only included
numerous bachelors and unmarried women, but 40 percent
of all Jewish marriages have been altogether childless, while
the remaining couples frequently practiced a one-child system.
In eastern Europe, too, the number both of marriages and
children per family has been steadily declining. Quite apart
from conscious birth control, the average marrying age o£.,>
Jews has been' so greatly advanced, under economic pressure, '
that traditional fecundity has sharply diminished. Even In
Poland the number of youthful persons entering matrimony
has shown a consistent retrogression. This Is true not only
In comparison with Jewish conditions in previous generations,
but also with' those among contemporary Christians. In War
saw, for example. In 1925 only one-fifth of newly married
male Jews were less than twenty-five years old, while the corre
sponding figure for non-Jews was nearly twice as high. In
Budapest the respective figures were 15.5 per hundred for
Jews, 42.4 for nor^-Jews.
The Increase of mixed marriages has likewise long been'
a threatening symptom. To be sure, Trieste, where the num
ber of mixed marriages In 1927 exceeded that of purely Jewish
marriages, is an exception. In Germany, Austrja, Hungary
and the interior of Soviet Russia, however, in recent years
between 10 and 22 of every 100 Jews married outside the'
fold. Unfortunately, no conclusive figures are available for
other Important countries, but there Is little doubt that they,
too, would show a slow upward trend In this category. That
.mixed marriages are detrimental not „only to racial cohesive-'
ness but also to the Jewish religion, Is common knowledge. Occasionally, ,a Christian wife adopts Judaism for the sa)ce
of uniformity and greater family harmony. In the majority of
cases (In Europe even more than In America), however,
mixed marriages result in the abandonment of the Jewish
creed by the Jewish partner. Even where an actual change
In religious allegiance fails to materialize, mixed marriages
are seldom prolific, and their offspring for the most part join
a non-Jewish creed or at least become professed agnostics.
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It is^ mainly for this reason that even Reform Judaism, its
missionary ideals notwithstanding, combats intermarriage.
Suicide has likewise become a factor of biological signifi
cance in Jewish life. Effectively checked by rabbinic law for
centuries, it has in recent years, with the weakening of re«
ligious sanctions, the nerve-racking complexity of modern life
and economic instability, spread widely in many a Jewish
community. In Berlin, in 1925, there were 13 suicides among
1,000 deceased Catholics, 27 among Protestants, and S3
among Jews. In the very citadel of orthodoxy, Poland, the
suicidal wave has assumed dangerous proportions since 1928.
There were, in 1928, days in which several Jewish suicides
were recorded in the city of Warsaw alone, and that year's
toll amounted to 891, or the staggering ratio of approximately
280 suicides to every J.00,000 inhabitants." Throughout Poland
the proportion of Jewish suicides, less than one-half the gen
eral figure in the prewar period, has in the cities become
about twice as large.
• In short, the Jews who, In the period of western expansion,
led the world In numerical increase, now, in the period of
general recession, show a more retarded growth than does
any other people. Even France, so long stagnant, still shows
17 births annually for every 1,000 in population, but many a
western Jewish community has only 10 or less.
Should these processes continue for another four or five
decades, world Jewish population would become stationary.
Even those eugenists who refuse to regard such an event as a
misfortune in itself, deplore the concomitant result that the
persons in the higher would speedily outnumber those in the
lower age groups. This ancient people, hitherto steadily re
juvenated through the prevalent share of youth in every gen
eration, has Increasingly become old in the biological sense. In
the long run, birth control would be unnecessary; since the high
average age of the population would automatically check
undue expansion. In 1930 Silberglelt, discussing Prussian
conditions, predicted that In 1940 there were likely to be 24
percent fewer Jewish women of fifteen to forty'years of age
than there were in 1925. Should such a situation prevail
throughout the Jewish world, there would not remain enough
"mothers In. Israel" to produce a numerical aggrandizement
of the people, even if the situation were again to demand'^It.
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These biological deficiencies, common In all western nations,
are perhaps the most dangerous single factor threatening the
survival of western and Jewish culture.
There remains^ not even the melancholy satisfaction that,
with a stagnant population, the Jews would need no further
outlets for emigration. The German experience, in particu
lar, has taught that a relative decrease-by no means remedies
the anomalous position of the Jews. In Poland the existence
of three million Jews, economically maldlstributed, will re
main a serious source of disturbance, even should the prolific
Polish race go on reducing their proportionate strength. As to
the major countries of immigration, the present stoppage has
all the indications of permanency. Canada, South Africa,
Australia, etc., to be sure, still possess vast open spaces which
could be~ populated In the near future. With nationalism
rampant, however, they are not likely to facilitate Jewish
mass immigration. The only regions which still hold out
great promise for Jewish settlement are western Asia, the
Soviet Union and South America. Not only Palestine, but
the adjoining territories^ of Transjordan, Syria, Iraq and
Northern Arabia would greatly gain by an influx of Jews.
For the time being, however, animosities aroused by Zionist
undertakings serve as a deterrent. The Soviet Union, too,
although severely discouraging emigration, has thus far re
fused to open her frontiers to any mass immigration. Tech
nical "experts" (including some Jews) have been Invited from
abroad, and a few skilled artisans have been admitted, but the
numbers involved are negligible. Even the much-heralded
autonomous Jewish settlement in BIrobldjan, which undoubt
edly offers vast possibilities for the future, was not originally
Intended to attract more than an Insignificant fraction of
foreign Jews. Only recently did the Russian government,
partly in answer to .Japanese imperialist advances, declare its
readiness to transplant thousands of German and Polish emi
grants to the shores of the Amur, In May, 1935, It decreed
that 4,500 picked settlers be admitted in the near future. Pre
cisely these strategic considerations, however, militate against
the Influx of a mass of peace-loving emigres. Even patriotic
Russian Jewry sent but 7,700 colonists In 1928-32. These ar
rivals found living conditions so discouraging that more than
40 percent have left Birobidjan for more promising parts. All
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in all, the Jewish population of that "autonomous region,"
with its 28,000 square miles, has not yet reached 20,000 in a
total of 60,000 inhabitants. It will take a few years before
the required minimum of 50,000 Jewish settlers will enable the
Soviet government to proclaim the promised "Jewish repub
lic."
The pressure of Jewish metropolitanization shows no sign
of abating. No organized attempt is being made to distribute
the agglomerated Jewish masses of New York and other
metropolitan centers over larger areas. After the ^collapse
of Israel Zangwill's futile "dispersion committee," Jewish
organizations have refrained from sponsoring similar projects.
At "the same time, many thoughtful Jews and ;ion-Jews have
pointed out the economic, social and intellectual dangers of
concentration. Even its advocates on political grounds, who
saw in the accumulation of Jewish voters in one or another
district a safeguard for their equaHty of rights,;have recently
been^ shaken in their belief in the efficacy of parliamentary
elections to secure the permanence of emancipation.

ECONOMIC CRISIS
The Jewish economic crisis is no less acute'than the bio
logical. Quite apart from the recent world-wide depression,
which, because of the more exposed position of the Jews, has
hit them especially severely, Jewish economic stratification has
long been the subject of great concern. During the twentieth
century, to be sure, there was not a little economic readjust
ment. A sizable -group, by concerted voluntary action, re
turned to the soil, so that one in every twenty-five Jews now
derives his livelihood from agriculture. Never before in
modern times had this happened, but even now few of the
700,000 Jewish farmers may be classified as peasants in the
full sense of the word. In America, especially, they devote
themselves almost exclusively to dairy and truck farming,
essentially semi-urban occupations. Even though, on the
whole, the trend seems to foreshadow increased typicalness
of ^ suburban farming, the present status is still far from
satisfactory.
Moreover, the agricultural problem, although ideologically
and biologically of great importance, is not central" to Je^mh
\
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economics. True, we are now witnessing the revival of a sort
of physiocratic school in many countries. The militarist and
fascist regimes of Mussolini and Hitler, especially, lay increas
ing stress upon the farming population as the nation's back
bone.
As an independent survival of the physiocratic
orientation, which' had influenced the early struggle for
emancipation, Jewish leaders today likewise emphasize agri
culture as the main factor in Jewish economic regeneration.
Judged on purely econoinic grounds-, however, the national
destiny during the next century or two will be determined
much more decisively by developments in the industrial and
commercial fields.
It is precisely in these two domains that we find many dis
quieting phenomena. Outside the Soviet Union and Palestine, •
one can hardly find a full-fledged Jewish industrial proletariat,^
except perhaps by somewhat stretching this term to include
the masses of workers in the Lodz textile industry, the Galician
and Rumaniaii oil fields, and the American needle trades.
Whether the reason be Jewish individualism, supposed phys
ical disqualification, or the force of tradition, it is evident
that only in the atypicail conditions of the communist upheaval
in the Soviet Union, and in Palestine where Haluts enthusiasm
knew no obstacles, have the Jews succeeded during the last
decade or two in becoming factory and railway workers, road
builders and even miners. On the other hand, the large
artisan class, like that of all other nations, has constantly lost^
ground to mechanized large-scale industry. Even in the
American needle trades, the Jewish role, formerly overwhelm
ing, has declined steadily during the last decade.
In the International. Ladies Garment Workers Union [said B. C.
Vladeck in 1934], which numbers at present nearly 200,000 members,
less than 40% are Jewish. ... In the men's clothing industry the
percentage of Jews is eveoi lower, my last estimate . . . being around
15%. [JSSQ. XI, IS.]
Commerce, still the most important occupation of the Jews,
^ likewise shows the effects of increasing concentration and
formation of trusts. Large corporations with numerous stock
holders and employees and small boards of directors, and
various combines among them, increasingly replace independ
ent shopkeepers and money lenders. Even where, as in
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central Europe, the Jews still hold prominent positions in
, the directorates of such corporations, their share among the
employees is constantly diminishing. Whether it be due to
political pressure, as in Nazi Germany today, or to a pjolicy
of discrimination on the part of the preponderantly Christian
directors, or to the imagined or real decreased proclivity of
Jews for the disciplined and organized routine work of minor
employees, it is clear that, with the gradiial elimination of the
*"T)etty trader, the Jewish merchant class has been gravely im
periled. In the United States and England, the Jews have
but a small share in the directorates of the large banking,
industrial, and mercantile corporations, and they figure still
less prominently on the pay rolls* of minor employees.
Big business is not impersonal [rightly comments S. Pearlman on the
American situation]. When business beconles consolidated in large
units and big corporations, they develop an employment policy. Their
leadership is always democratic. Economic organization is plebeian in
character and has to be. IJSSQ, X, 18.]

—

Because of this plebeian character, it is naturally open to all
popular prejudices and pursues a more rigid policy of racial
and religious discrimination than is justified by its own
economic interest.
These factors are of a more or less permanent nature,
and the depression has merely accelerated the pace of an
inherently unfavorable evolution. It has' also considerably
weakened the remedial measures. The credit cooperatives, for
example, established throughout eastern, and central Europe
for the purpose of helping the small shopkeeper and artisan,
and supported by the Joint Distribution Committee-, the ICA,
etc., had to curtail or even suspend 'activities. Of the 77S
institutions still operating on January 1, 1933,. 81 suspended
all activities in the subsequent nine months.
The influx of Jewish yo,uth into the liberal professions has
assumed threatening proportions. Notwithstanding the. rigid
discrimination practiced at numerous universities, and espe
cially medical sc;hools, in Europe and America, the number
of Jewish lawyers, physicians, etc., has been steadily increas
ing. Excluded from their home universities, many Jewish
students have found refuge in more liberal schools of higher
learning abroad. American students meet many of their co\

t
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[religionists from Poland and Rumania, from Germany and Hun'gary, at the Sorbonne or the University of Aberdeen. Mussolini
'in the early years of fascism magnanimously invited all students,
who had been refused adihission at home on national and
religious grounds, to the universities of Italy, where they were
exempted from the customary tuition fees. The celebrated
University of Padua, although situated in a town which har
bors only some 700 Jews, has had in recent years a large
Jewish enrollment. Liberal Czechoslovakia, having a Jewish
population of 400,000, has recently admitted some 3,000
Czechbslovakian Jews and more than 2,000 foreign Jews to
her schools of higher learning. Proportionately the native
Jews, although only 2,72 percent of the total population, have
supplied almost 9 percent of the student body, and, together
with the foreign Jews, fully IS percent. Notwithstanding
numerous difficulties, legal and extralegal, many Jewish stu
dents, having obtained a diploma from a foreign university,
succeed in establishing themselves in their chosen profession
in their native land. As a result, even in eastern Europe,
despite orthodox inhibitions, the number of Jews in the pro
fessions has grown disproportiortafely. In Poland, for ex
ample, in 1926-27, Jews, while only one-tenth of the population,?
constituted one-third of the medical profession. In the
provinces, Lodz, TarnOpol and Stanislawow, their share rose
to 55, 65, and 76 percent, respectively.
This top-heavy economic structure has often been deplored
as the gravest danger to Jewish survival. The, difficulties are
further aggravated by increasingly antagonistic governmental
policies. The more mankind seems to veer away from indi
vidualistic to planned economy, the greater becomes the gov
ernment's share in the* distribution of economic services and
rewards. Were there no political discrimination, {he Jews
might hope to obtain a very large part of such governmental
appointments. Being a highly urbanized, intellectually alert
and generally well-educated group, they place on the market
a disproportionate number of qualified candidates. ^ Indeed,^
in the Soviet Union, where no discrimination is practiced, they
constituted in 1926 fully one-twelfth of Russian officialdom.^
Even there, however, with the rising level of education and
progressive urbanization, the availability of non-Jewish civil
servants steadily increases, entailing a gradual decline of the
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Jewish share. In the United States the recent more active
participation of the Jews in public affairs has aroused exaggerated suspicions concerning the number of Jewish ofEcials.
I he conspicuous positions occupied by the Secretary of the
Treasury, three governors and two Supreme Court justices '
must not blind us to the fact that in the lower ranks the
Jewish share is much smaller. Were statistics, available, they
would probably show that the total share of the Jews among
the federal, state and municipal employee? is -less than 4
percent. Commenting on the problem of the Jew as a teacher,
a careful observer remarks.

conditions prevail in the numerous other state monopolies,
which, as far back as 1930-31, were estimated to control 22.5
: percent of the country's industrial and commercial wealth. At
the same time the 3,000,000 Jews must derive a livelihood
from urban occupations alone, since there i^ not enough land
available to satisfy even the Polish peasants. Under these
circumstances, the placing of a Jew in, say, every fourth post
in the state bureaucracy would evidently have an economic
justification. More realistically, one might expect from an
equitable government the appointment of one Jew to every
nine non-Jews, in accordance with their numerical strength.
As a matter of fact, however, in its present nationalistic mood,
the Pplish government is trying to build a strong Polish middle
class and constantly reduces the number of Jews in public
employ even in regions (such as the formerly Austrian Galicia), where they had previously enjoyed a greater equality
of opportunity. According to data from the official Polish
census of 1923, the Jewish share amounted to 2.6 percent in
the civil service proper, and 1.39 percent in state industrial
enterprises. Almost 88 percent of all Jewish officials, more
over, were stationed in the "southern provinces," largely taken
over from the Hapsburgs, only 40 Jews (among 3,642 nonJews) having been admitted to the main central offices in War
saw. In the formerly Prussian provinces, where the spirit of
Polish nationalism, repressed in the former, anti-Polish
regime, was most rampant, not a single Jewish official ap
peared on the records. During the twelve subsequent years,
the number of Jewish public employees has further declined,
both absolutely and relatively. A similar situation also exists,
with local variants, in the neighboring countries of Rumania,
Hungary, Lithuania, etc. The habit of urban Rumanians to
rely upon government support," reflected in Senator Karp's
popular adage that "the Rumanian is born a stipendiary, lives
as a functionary and dies a pensionary," has further decreased
the slim prospects of governmental careers for the Jews. In
Budapest the Jewish community of 208,000 constituted ii;i 1925
21.6 percent of the population. Occupationally, however,
they constituted 61.7 percent of the independent merchants
and only 3.9 percent of the public employees. In short, the
Jews, predestined to a leading role in government economic
enterprise by virtue of their urbanization and exclusion from

There are some jobs which are appointive and some which are obtained
as a result of civil service examinations. Wherever the latter is the case,
Jews hold more than their proportionate share of good jobs;-wherever
the former, their numbers are insignificant. [S. Tenenbaum, in B.
L/askers Jeunsh Experiences in America, p, 78.]
These words were written in 1927, at a time, wl^eh teaching
positions m general were abundantly available for qualified
candidates. With the growing scarcity of governmental jobs,
other than federal, the Jew has still less chance of obtaining
the appointment, if a non-Jewish candidate offers barely
approximate qualifications.
^ In America governmental agencies, following democratic
impulses, idealistic as well as opportunistic (the large Jewish
TOte in certain regions), are less discriminatory, on the whole,
than private business. ^ But in most other countries, state con
trol becomes directly instrumental in the elimination of Jews
from many branches of economic endeavor. In "etatist"
Poland, for example, increasing nationalization of property
and enterprise (state ownership of railroads and steamships,
state management of post, telegraph, telephone and radio
services, state monopoly of tobacco, liquor, etc.), as well as
state supervision and regulation of agriculture', industry and
comrnerce, have been determining factors in the gradual proletarization of the Jewish masses. The situation in the
tobacco industry is particularly illuminating. For)nerly 3 000
Jews were engaged in it as wofkers arid clerical' employees.
After the establishment of the Polish monopoly in 1922, their
number was reduced until by 1934 the total was'102, or 0.8S
percent of the persons employed in the industry. SimilaS
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agriculture, as a rule obtain, for reasons irrelevant to pure
economics, even less than is due their numerical strength,
THE MENACE TO JEWISH EQUALITY
This interlocking of politics and economics has also con/ tributed greatly to the crisis in the political status of the
Jews, Until 1919 the progress of Jewish emancipation was
slow but steady. Nobody doubted that gains once achieved
would be permanently maintained, possible temporary rever
sals notwithstanding^. At the Peace Conference in 1919, the
Jews seemed to have reached the climax of their political
achievements. True, certain radical demands had to be toned
down in the face of the staunch opposition on the part of the
new or enlarged countries. The postulated, separate, na
tional parliaments, to legislate on all matters pertinent to
ethnic and cultural life in states of multiple nationality, were
nowhere established. Not even separate national electoral
bodies to guarantee the representation of the minorities were
accepted. In fact, the temporary creation of such a national
curia for the Jews in Salonica had a decidedly anti-Jewish
tinge, and its abolition was vociferously demanded by Jewish
public opinion in Greece and abroad. Neither did the League
of Nations become a league of nationalities, representing the
diverse ethnic groups; it became rather a league of states.
The Jewish people, having no state of its own, were given no
official representation- at either the Assembly or Council. On
the other hand, the minorities clauses of the peace treaties
introduced a new principle into international law, full of
promise of world pacification. /I^any hoped that, just as
^he Treaty of Westphalia, with^its safeguards for religious
minorities, had put an effective check upon violenf outbursts
of religious intolerance, the Paris treaties of 1919 would blunt
the edge of national conflicts.
These hopes soon turned out to be premature, to say the
least. In Rumania, the Bratianu government resigned, rather
than accept a treaty which it regarded as infringing on na
tional sovereignty, Rumania and the others signed eventually
under compulsion and with ill-will. The tragic frustration of
these international guarantees has disheartened Eastern Euro
pean Jewry and dampened its militant buoyancy of the first
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postwar years, Jewish initiative, which more than any other
single factor may have quickened the pulse of economic and
political enterprise, so urgently needed in these new states,
was unnerved by an increasingly despondent feeling which has
for years prevailed over a Vast area from the Baltic to the
Dardanelles. This feeling was #ell summarized bySir Stuart
Samuel, the head of the British commission to investigate
the condition of Jews in Poland, when he reported that "the
Jewish soldiers do their duty to their country in the certainty
that their country will not do its duty by them^^--It is futile •
to argue that anti-Jewish policies must result in petmaneht
injury, economic as well as political, to these countries, and
that the very existence of a large, totally ruined section of
the populatioa necessarily weakens the entire body politic.
In the haze of nationalist enthusiasm, it is left to an outsider
to realize, for example, that "Germany might vanquish a
Poland without Jews, but she never could overcome a Poland
with a thriving Jewish population," Since 1925, moreover,
when these words -were written, Germany has made her pea^,ce
(however dubious in point of duration) with Poland, and the
Jewries of both countries are increasingly victimized to meet
political exigencies at home. In Poland, especially, the "eta
tist" policies of the government bear the main responsibility
for the reduction of the Jewish masses to a state of extreme
poverty. No less than 1,000,000 are now dependent on char
ity. In Warsaw alone the applications for Passover relief,
supplied by the Jewish community, have risen from 22.3 per
cent in 1934, to some 60 percent in 1935: More dramatically,
a wave of pogroms swept over Poland at the beginning of
1936, which has marred the relatively clean record of the
Polish nation. Until recently the provinces inhabited by eth
nic Poles (^hich excludes Ukraine, White Russia, etc.) could
claim to fiave spilled less Jewish blood than any other
European country of large Jewish settlement, with the excep
tion of-Italy.' But now nationalist agitators, in the district
of Warsaw particularly, have resuscitated this medieval and
czarist method of settling the differences between the Jews
and their Christian neighbors.
While these difficulties have consisted primarily In what
may be styled imperfect emancipation, whose perfectibility
in the course of time few disputed, many doubted whether
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the Jewish people could at all survive complete and universal
emancipation. The experiences even of America and France,
with century-old emancipated Jewries effectively resisting ex
tinction, appeared inconclusive. As long as the/e was^ a per
manent influx of nonemancipated Jews from Russia, Poland,
Rumania and Turkey, the forces of assimilation were greatly
weakened. But since the enfranchisement of 1917-19, East
ern European Jewry was likewise seized by the • maelstrom
of assimilation, and the very spring of revitalizing energies
seemed to be running dry. It appeared that, with emancipa
tion affecting the bulk of the people rather than one or an
other of its minority groups, a final answer to the. haunting
question concerning its effects on the survival of Jewry might
be at hand.
Long before this fairly universal emancipation (frequently
only a paper emancipation) had a chance to t)ecome fully
operative, however, it was suddenly checked by events in
Germany. There was-no longer a crisis caused by emancipation, but a crisis in the process of emancipation itself. Coun
tries have before revoked or curtailed emancipation, but re
cent legislative enactments of the German government, quite
apart from the well-attested early "atrocities," far over
shadow the Napoleonic decree of 1808, and even the restora
tion of the prerevolutionary status in Germany and Italy after
1815. Napoleon's "infamous" decree was a temporary and
"educational" measure, and even most legitimists of the Holy
Alliance professed the hope that Jewish disabilities wohld be
removed some day under more propitious circumstances.
Only a few theorists defended the principle of Jewish in
equality as such. Some of them, such as the philosopher
Fries and the historian Ruehs, may, indeed, be classified as
forerunners of modern anti-Semitism. Contemporary Ger
many preaches permanent denial, to Jews, of full-fledged
citizenship.
,

It is too early now fo foretell fully to what extent the preemancipatory disabilities will be restored. More iikely, there
will emerge from the present confusion a wholly unprece
dented legal status. During the previous elections to the
German diet the Jewish voters were not only allowed, but
positively encouraged, to vote, in order to swell the number
of the participants in the "plebiscite"; blrt during the March,
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1936, election,-Jews, at the moment still entitled to exercise
their electoral rights, were threatened with severe reprisals.
Apart from its fear that the constitution, in legal form, of a
Jewish, national minority might facilitate the interference o
the League of Nations—indeed, von Keller, the German dele
gate, took pains to convince the League's Assembly in Octo
ber, 1933, that "the Jews of Germany are neither a linguistic
nor a national minority"—the Nazi party long seemed to have
cherished the hope that the Jews, through mass exodus, would
relieve It of the responsibility for devising new constitutional
methods of dealing with a minority. One of its official
spokesmen, Achim Gercke, the expert on race questions^ In
the Reich ministry of the interior, summed up his discussion
of "the solution of the Jewish question" by stating, In short,
there can and shall be only one sort of governmental regu
lation—an orderly exit of the Jews, their emigration" {Nationalsozialistische Monatshefte, 38, pp. 3-5). Many wild
schemes for transplanting the Jews to a far-off colony, such
as Madagascar (Palestine was thought too near), were pre
sented and often seriously discussed. Seeing these expecta-_
tions frustrated, mainly through world-wide unemployment
and anti-immigration laws, the ministry undertook in the
autumn of 1933 to draw up a new statute. That It did not
immediately execute the Nazi platform of the opposition years
1921-32, which had demanded'a sort of "law of aliens" (per
sons without rights of citizenship anywhere else) for the Jews,
may have been due to. the difficulty of working out such a
statute In detail, to international considerations, or to the
counsels of responsible business leaders.^ The gov.ernment
was frequently reminded that Jewish business firms still fur
nished employment to some^ five million German wage earners
and had a large shate in the German export trade. _ On the
other hand, the representatives of the German Jewish com
munity vainly attempted to negotiate* with the government
over the projected legislation.
German Jewry faces the destiny [these leaders helplessly wrote in
May, 1933], pf becoming a disinherited people in their German father
land. Their honor is impugned and, as a minority, they are unable
to defend themselves. \^Judische Rundschau, June 9, 1933.]
The progressive repudiation of the League of Nations
(Germany's withdrawal became fully effective In the autumn
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of 1935) and of sincere international cooperation, however,
has since paved the way for the adoption of rigid citizenship
laws. In April, 1935, an official announcement stated that

early, purely theoretical discussions of the 1870's and 1880's
had strong reverberations in the neighboring lands. In Rus
sia and Rumania they were in part responsible for the po
groms and riots of the ensuing decades, since they seemed to
remove the stigma of barbarity from the assailants and their
governmental wirepullers. Today it is the German govern
ment which bends its energies to develop a world-wide antiJewish agitation. Its propaganda organization, with head
quarters in Hamburg, is said to have established more than
350 national and provincial units all over the globe. It finds
attentive listeners, especially among men and women of Ger
man descent. Should this propaganda, cunningly and ruth
lessly conducted, prove successful, it would in the first place
align more than 100,000,000 Germans or persons of German
parentage against the 16,000,000 Jews. Although the "purge"
of June 30, 1934, seems to have had a sobering effect abroad
and decidedly cooled off the religious fervor of Nazism's
foreign missionaries, its German exponents continue looking
forward to the universal spread of anti-Semitism as the best
safeguard for their own future.

for the National Socialist State citizens are not simply those who more
or less by chance live inside the Reich's borders, but they are those who
bep in them the State viewpoint and philosophy. . . Among other
things it will be necessary for a citizen to belong to the Aryan race
{New York Times, April 28, 1935, Sect. I, p. 9.] ~ .
The Nuremberg decrees of September 15, 1935, finally stated
succinctly: Only subjects of the state [Staatsangehorige]
who are of German or kindred blood and have proved by
their attitude that they are both willing and adapted to serve
the German people and the Reich loyally, are classed as
citizens of the Reich [Reichsbiirger]" (Section 2a). Thus
was established the unprecedented distinction between "sub
jects of the state" and Reich citizens, who alone are-invested
with full political rights. Although supplemented ,by the legal
exclusion of Jews from the fighting forces of the newly cre
ated German army; the prohibition of mixed marriages and
extramarital relations, and of the display of Reich colors by
Jews; and by numerous detailed regulations concerning the
Jews in public service, professions, labor unions, agriculture,
etc., there still are many juridical problems to be solved by
legislation and judicial interpretation. But, however contro
versial certain practical aspects may seem to be—and this
is amply attested by the large monographic literature appear
ing on the subject since September, 193^—the main purport
of the law is not subject to doiibt. To quote two of its semi
official expounders, who otherwise try to minimize its effects
upon the life of German Jewry: "it will henceforth and for
all future times be impossible for the Jews to mix with the
German people and to hieddle in the political, economic and
cultural management of the Reich" (W. Stuckart and H.
Globke in Kommentare zur deutschen Rassengesetzgebung,
The anti-Semitic movement has entered a de'cisive phase.
Having achieved such a conspicuous victory in Germany, it
threatens to spread to other countries. A philosophy "scien
tifically" justifying the undisciplined appetite of race hatredi
naturally encourages its satisfaction everywhere^' Even thd
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ZIONIST PERPLEXITIES
The political side of the Zionist solution likewise reveals
numerous perplexities. The crisis of 1929-30 has largely
passed, and Palestine long resembled a prosperous island in
the midst of a sea of depression. The startling contrast
between the rapid rate of progress in Palestine and the stag
nant, indeed, miserable conditions in neighboring Transjordan
has necessarily brought home to many thoughtful Arabs the
great gains accruing to them from Jewish immigration. The
negotiations with Emir Abdallah concerning the settlement of
Jews east of the Jordan, may have been frustrated by the
nationalist reaction west of the river. They clearly mirrored,
nevertheltess, the growing desire of the Transjordan Arabs to
partake imthe benefits of Jewish colonization.' Similarly the
French administration of Syria has recently granted a farreaching concession to a group of French Jews, to acquire
10,000 dunam of land for a Jewish 'colpny. It seems that
the original condition, that this land must not be in the
vicinity of Palestine, has been dropped, Arab suspicions not-
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withstanding. These negotiations merely mark the beginning
of a historical revolution which cannot be permanently checked
by nationalist fanaticism. It Is, at the present' moment, too
early to foresee the ultimate outcome of the Arab uprising,
which has gripped the country since April, 1936.' But it does
not eeem likely that Great Britain, not only in defiance of the
terms of the Mandate, but against her own Imperial Interests
and prestige, should yield to the Arab demands, stop all Jewish
immigration and prohibit land sales to Jews. For the time
being, the British administration of Palestine, for many years
friendlier to the Arabs than to the Jews, has become the main
target. Palestine Jewry, moreover, all partisan divisions not
withstanding, has shown such remarkable discipline and selfcontrol, that one cannot but acknowledge its intrinsic vitality.
Under these circumstances, the assertion, so frequently
reiterated in recent years, that the Zionist experiment rests
solely upon British bayonets, becomes less and less true, the
pii5re the Jews are able to take care of their 6wn defense.
A Jewish community of over 360,000, as it is today, with an
all-Jewish city of 135,000, Is no longer a negligible quantity.
If they should grow, as it appears they might: within a few
years, to ttvo-fifths of the population, they undoubtedly would
be able, with their superior cultural and economic'power, to
resist the pressure of the majority, even without British
assistan^ As to the much-debated ultimate absorptive ca
pacity of the country, it suffices to refer to our estimates In
the preceding chapters, according to which Palestine In the
days of David and Solomon, and again In the first century
A.D., had a population dehsity of more than 250 souls per
square mile. There is no reason to doubt that, with modern
technological Improvements, the 9,000 square miles of western
Palestine could be made to support twice as many In the
course of one or two generations. Even this" hypothetical
5,000,000 population would still lag far behind that of presentday Egypt, the population In the settled area of which aver
ages as much as 1,100 per square mll^ The possibility, for
example, that Haifa, with a harbor as good as t'hat of Mar
seilles, and a hinterland larger and more populous, should
reach in a few decades the French city's figure of 550,000
inhabitants cannot easily be ruled out on logical grounds. Iri
fact, the recent growth of Its Jewish community, although^
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less conspicuous than that of Tel-Aviv, has been relatively
speedier.
Should all that come to pass—whether it actually will, is
still a matter of belief rather than pure, logical reasoning—
the Zionists would have accomplished two great historical •
"miracles": a dispersed minority everywhere would have re-^
captured, through voluntary nongovernmental colonization,
its own mother land, and this extraordinary evolution would
ultimately have obtained "the consent of the natives." That
this can be realized only In a binatlonal state which will be
neither as Arab nor as Jewish as "England Is English," and
which will be built on wholly unprecedented- forms' of social
as well as ethnic justice, need hardly deter a people which,
. for two millennia, have been thinking in categories other
tha;i those of political power and domination.
/This optimistic picture, however, has • also, serious draw
backs. The Arab opposition to Zionism, led by a coalition
of jingoistic Intellectuals, fatiatical priests and profiteering
landowners (who see in the anti-Zionist agitation, though not
in Its real success, the best means of further raising skyrocket
ing land prices) Is still very potent^/ It will take many
years before the bulk of the Arabs, with the sprej.d of edu
cation and class consciousness, will effectively reject this lead
ership. The British Palestine administration, moreover, In
creasingly realizing the perplexing contradictions of the Man
date, has reduced Its part In the upbuilding of the Jewish
homelatid to the absolute minimum of maintaining public or
der, Only an insignificant fraction of th^ budget goes to the
excellent Jewish educational and healtyinstitutlons, while the
expenditure of almost the entire Arab school and sanitation
systems is defrayed from the public treasury. This, at a time
when the astonishingly favorable budgetary situation is due
wholly to the revenue from the Jewish sector, which in 1930
contributed, according to official estimates, 36;6 percent, and
according to the Zionist, 43 percent, of all taxes." It may
readily be assumed that the Jewish portion has since risen
to over one-half. In the most decisive fields of its land and
immigration policies, the administration has become a posi
tively retarding factor. Ever since Sir John Simpson's report
in 1930, It has lavished all its solicitous concern upon the
landless fellaheen (whose nupiber has not yet been ascer-
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tained, although it probably does not exceed 1,000), and
made no move whatever to promote the Jewish agricultural
colonization. In regard to Immigration It has. In violation
of the spirit of the Mandate, refused to grant 24,000 cer
tificates each for the two six-month periods from October 1,
1933, to April 1, 1934, and from April t, to October 1,
1934, as demanded by the Jewish Agency; and allowed only
5,500 each, raising it to 7,500 in the following half year,
although the "economic absorptive capacity" of the country
would now favor the admission of at least 50,000 Jews of the
noncapitalist class annually.ylnasmuch as th# great achieve
ments of Zionist colonization have come about not only with
out the backing of a colonizing mother land, but in the face
of considerable governmental obstacles, they. constitute an
even more reassuring sign of Zionism's elemental vitality.
Nevertheless, the menacing combination of Arab and gov
ernmental opposition cannot be lightly dismissed. Should the
administration carry out its plan of establishing a legislative
council In the face of unanimous Jewish rejection, mild Arab
resentment and considerable opposition in th^ British Parlia
ment, the upbuilding of the Jewish homeland^would be gravely
Imperiled. The Jews controlling 3 elective* and 4 appointive
seats, would be permanently outnumbered by 11 Muslim (8
elective and 3 appointive) and 3 Christian (i and 2) mem
bers, 2 economic advisers and 5 government ofl5cIals. Al
though the right to fix the Immigration schedule Is to be
reserved for the high commissioner, the opportunity for mak
ing "suggestions" in this matter and passing regulations on
many other vital phases of the country's reconstruction, would
enable the majority' of the Council effectively to obstruct
Zionist efforts. Worst of all, It wpuld basically perpetuate
the minority position of the Jews, regardless of the present
dynamic speed of transformation. The progressive weakening
of the authority of the League, of Nations, finally, may Impair
its supervisory control of mandated territories, and thus re
move the ultimate check to the arbitrariness of the British
civil service in Palestine.'
/The growth of Palestine Jewry, on the other hand, must
not blind the observer to the constant decline of the Zionist
organization outside the country until 1933, -and in many As
pects also thereafter. Decrease in the support given by world
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Jewry has caused considerable difficulty to all central and
local institutions financed from abroad. The National Fund,
whose Income, in contrast to that of the other Zionist bodies,
reached in 5694 (1933-34) predepression heights (£P283,000,
as against approximately £P288,000 in 5686 and 5687) and in
creased to the record figure of £P348,450 in 5695, has been
handicapped by rising land prices and colonization costs. Dur
ing the five years, 1930-34, It has acquired altogether 60,000
dunam of new land, to which were added some 17,000 in 1935.
Even considering the Huleh concession, which during the last
two years has ^fedeemed about 33,000 dunam for cultivation,
these acquisitlpns, though favorably contrasting with private
purchases, are.wholly incommensurate with the needs of the
present mass immigration. Other Zionist funds have been
greatly depleted, Indeed, they still are burdened with debts
from which they must extricate themselves before they can re
sume in full their beneficial services. Many of their functions •
have already been taken over by the local settlement. One of
the most momentous development§ pf the last few years has
been the transfer of the educational system from the province
of the Jewish Agency to that of the Palestinian National
Council. All lines of development thus point toward tlJe pro
gressive emancipation of Palestinian Jewry from the tutelage
of outside bodies. This emancipation, although in itself
highly welcome and absolutely indispensable at some future
date, appears rather premature. At any rate, by largely re
moving the burden of resppnsibility from Diaspora Jewry, it
sa^ the vitality of the Zionist movement the world over.
T^ie idea .of cooperation with non-Zionists, as expressed in
the Jewish Agency, has admittedly been a failure thus far.
The expected large funds from non-Zionist quarters have not
been forthcoming, while the Zionist group had to surrender
much of 'its former militancy, thereby losing its hold upon
Jewish youth in. Europe and America. Where only fifteen
years ago the overwhelming majority enthusiastically affirmed
its messianic hope, one now finds lukewarm participation. In
active sympathy, or even positive antagonisi^ The defections
from Zionist ranks in Poland, Lithuania, etc., are much more
serious than the decline in the financial contributions during
the economic crisis. The successive biennial Zionist con
gresses graphically demonstrate the change In the movement.

f
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The average age of the non-Palestinian delegates is so high
as to present Diaspora Zionism in the light of a middle-aged
as well as- a middle-class movement. Symbolically, the con
gresses of 1931 and 1933 elected to the presidency their ven
erable "old man," not so much through the active support of
a large following as owing to the absence of any vigorous
opposition. Apart from the ensuing ideological reverses and
the questions arising therefrom as to the survival of the
movement after two or thr.ee more decades, the threatening
defection of Zionist youth may adversely affect the very basis
of the Palestine colonization, i.e., man powe;i^ For the mortient, the Nazi upheaval has more than replenished the ranks
of the youthful pioneers in Germany and elsetvhere. But in
the long run, the task of securing vigorous groups of
Halutsim, so much more vital than that of obtaining large con
tributions, can only be fulfilled, if the spirit of "sober ebriety"
with the Zionist ideal is kept alive for another generadon
or two. It is perhaps intrinsically impossible" to evolve a
positive ideal, as well as a practical course of action, which
would simultaneously appeal to conservative, half-assimilated,
often philistine benefactors, and to radical, nationalistic, often :
revolutionary youth.

/ The frequent, perhaps unavoidable, inefficiency of Zionist
bureaucracy and the favoritism of Zionist politicians have
been exposed to even more severe criticism than, for example,
the analogous leadership in the labor unions/ The critics have
aired their grievances the more freely, the more Zionism,
basically an idealistic, noneconomic movement, seems to call
for wholly disinterested leader^ The very machinery of the
organization, copied from the prevalent semidemocratic sys
tems of the Herzlian age, has greatly suffered from the uni
versal decline of parliamentary institutions in our time. The
last two or three congresses, in particular, lacking the gran
diose eloquence of the "heroic" age of Herzl and Nordau,
have presented to the world a most unedifying spectacle of
an ineffectual "debating society," and of petty party politics,
usually ending in political deadlocks. Much outstanding ora
tory and fine constructive talent is wasted. It is perhaps fortunate that the time limit of the sessions and the physical
exhaustion of the delegates, after a fortnight of incessant
maneuvering, force them to adopt some resolutions and td
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proceed to final elections, both usually along the line of least
resistance. Little wonder that perusal of the congress minutes
is one of the least gratifying of tasks, and that many a reader
has echoed the malevolent exclamation of Otto Pohl conceriung "the protocols of the Unwise Men of Zion,"
•ahe situation is vastly complicated through communist an
tagonism. Even though originating from a twofold historical
accident, international and domestic, this antagonism has
had many adverse effects upon the Zionist movement in and
outside the Soviet Union. Russian Jewry, which had long
been the mainstay of Zionist thought and practice, and which,
even on the eve of the Communist Revolution, had cast 90
percent of its total vote for Zionist candidates, can now cher
ish its Zionist ideal only in strict secrecy. The majority of
Russian Jewish youth is positively anti-Zionist. Even outside
Russia, many socially minded young Jews- are discouraged
from participating in an' experiment which is denounced by
the leading socialist power ih the world as a tool of British
imperialism, an attempt of the Jewish bourgeoisie to exploit
the Arab fellah and a reactionary Utopia, diverting the ener
gies of the workers from the fundamental class struggle. One
may feel that the conflict between communism and Zionism
is not quite as irreconcilable as it now appears, and that,
having its origin in accidental rather than essential discrep
ancies, it wilt sooner or later give way to mutual understand
ing. For many years to come, one must, nevertheless, reckon
with it as a most critical f9rce in Jewish lif^
COMMUNAL AND RELIGIOUS TRANSFORMATIONS
The communal, cultural and religious life of the Jews like
wise faces a profound crisis, generated by emancipation and
assimilation. It may be worth repeating here that it is only
today, half a generation after 1917-19, that one may feel
less diffident in drawing empirical conclusions in regard to
the fateful question: whether and under what form Judaism
can survive emancipation. The experiment has, of course,
been far from scientifically correct. The millions of Jews,
residing in Poland, Rumania, etc., have enjoyed during these
years theoretical rather than actual equality. The widespread
anti-Jewish sentiment of the postwar years, and especially the
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German events, have generated counteremancipatory and dissimilatory forces which have counteracted, if not positively
reversed, the basic effects of legal equality. With the check
ing of the flow of mass immigration from nonemancipated
to emancipated communities, however, the effects of eman
cipation upon the latter can be watched more closely. A most
casual scrutiny of the situation throughout the world neces
sarily reveals alarming phenomena.
Xln the western countries, where emancipation has been
effective to a greater or lesser extent for several generations,
the disintegration of Jewish cultural and religious life has
progressed very f^' Even in eastern Europe and among the
recent Eastern European immigrants in- the West, who had
themselves, been born under preemancipatory conditions, the
forces of'Jewish religious and cultural decadence become more
and more obviou^/ The general intellectual and religious
unrest in the Western world is inordinately -magnified in the
case of the Jews, through the perennial conflict between their
necessary adaptation to western life and thought and the
equally inescapable preservation of their Jewishness; between
some sort of unavoidable assimilation and the apparently
impossible, wholesale absorption. The necessity of a compromise between t-he two extremes has long been sensed by
perspicacious thinkers in the Jewish and non-Jewish camp.
Heinrich Mann, for example, having in masterly fashion de
scribed the deterioration of the assimilated Jewish bourgeoisie
in the metropolitan Schlaraffenland of the Hohenzollern age,
wrote the following remarkable lines in 1913^
I regard assimilation as desirable, as long as it does not mean evanescence,
but rapprochement and mutual influence. The Jews must not embrace
the ideal of becoming Teutons. Not only that Jew is lost who commits
suicide, because he failed to secure a commission as lieutenant-in-reserve,
but also the one who has obtained it. He is through with the com
pulsion of possessing intellectual prowess. . . . The effects of both
complete assimilation and water-tight separation would be equally fright
ful. [In Sombart et al., Judentaufen, p. 69.]
From another angle, Edmond Fleg, addressing the Second
Conference of the World Union for Progressive Judaism,
declared, with the evident approval oPmost of his listeners,
that "assimilation is indispensable for the spread of the Jew
ish truth and to incorporate it with reality, while for pre
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serving and fortifying the soul of Israel, Zionism and ortho
doxy are no less indispensable" ("The Mission of the Jews,"
Second Conference of the World Union for Progressive
Judaism, p. 120).
To say that religion no longer holds uncontested sway over
the minds of Jews is to repeat an evident truism. Orthodoxy
in its old form has been constantly losing ground, even in
eastern Europe. The degeneration of orthodox Jewish life
in America has gone so far as to enable officers of orthodox
congregations openly to pursue their business on Sabbath—
a mortal sin indeed, in the eyes of the orthodox of a previous
generation. To an increasing extent, orthodox persons
throughout the world make compromises of their own with
the antireligious forces from outside. One man carries money
and purchases food, but refrains from writing on. Sabbath.
Another regards writing as a smaller transgression than pur
chasing necessaries. Still another abstains from either kind
of work, but drives a car .or rides in a public conveyance,
trying to pacify his conscience by arguing that he thus comes
much closer to complying with the spirit of the Sabbath-rest
commandment than if he walked many miles. One consumes
all ritually prohibited food, but does not eat pork; another
draws a distinction between roast pork, of which he cannot
think without nausea, and ham or'bacon in which he willingly
and regularly indulges. In short, everyone composes a new
unwritten Shulhan Aruk for his private benefit, and whim
sically acknowledges or fepudiates its authority thereafter.
The decline in social control and the growing individualism
of the modern period, the full or partial separation of church
and state and the collapse of the Jewish communal organiza
tion, have given rise to so many varieties of orthodox con
formity that one can hardly distinguish any more the basic ^
standards of conformity. , The orthodox rabbis themselves
follow the inescapable trend and evolve compromises of all
sorts, to meet halfway the necessities of the new environment.
Israel Meir Kahan published, half a century ago, his Stray
Children of -Israel, in order to ease the burden of the Law
for pious immigrants in America. But he frowned on all
attempts to adopt the very same regulations in the Old World!
Quite apart from ritualistic nonconformity, old type ortho
doxy is confronted by the evident exhaustion of its truly ere-
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ative forces. Hasidism, long absorbed in the great fold of
talmudic Judaism, has lost its original creative elan and de
generated into petty regional sectarianism with fewer and
fewer original contributions. The Mussar movement of the
last half century has not only lost some of its strongholds in
the Soviet Union, but one would search in vain for a novel
independent contribution or any other sign of true vitality
among the contemporary adepts of this celebrated ethical
school. In the United States, particularly, the achievements
of orthodoxy, though backed by several generations of pious
Jews, have been external and organizational rather than en
riching the substance of Jewish life. Its creative contribu
tions to Jewish, culture can hardly stand comparison with
those, (none too great) of the numerically so much weaker
Reform movement.
At the same time there has always persisted some sort of
sentimental attachment to the orthodox mode of life. Gone
is the iconoclastic zest of the Haskalah. Even among indif
ferent youth there exists an undeniable, romantic longing for
the glories of the past, for the ideal Sabbath rest and holiday
observance, for the "Paradise Lost" of the beautiful ghetta
folk ways. The witty suggestion, once made, to found in
New York orthodox congregations for atheist Jews, is not
quite so paradoxical, as it first, appears. Nevertheless, there ,
have been few full-fledged "conversions." Nathan Birnbaum's
religious experience,
I have not searched after God. . . . He has announced himself within
me and then suddenly entered into my consciousness,
reminding us of some of the great conversions of former ages,
has been a singular occurrence in contemporary Jewish life.
Neither is the situation in the Reform camp more encour
aging. Not only is Reform Judaism still limited to a few
countries, but it has lost much of its former intensity as a
movement.^ All attempts of the World Union for Progressive :
Judaism to spread its gospel in other land? have proved un
successful against the staunch resistance of the Eastern Euro
pean bIock.,v^either has Reform ever fnade more than abortive
attempts a't becoming a mass movement. Here and there a
small Jewish congregation in Poland or Rumania has adopted,
•"the Reform ritual, but its influence upon the whole of Jewish,
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life has been negligible^/^n Germany and America, the two
lands of classical Ref<^rm, little progress has been made since
prewar days. Although as a result of the expansion of Ameri
can Jewish life after the War, many new Reform congrega
tions were founded and magnificent synagogues erected, their
entire membersliip in the United States never exceeded SS,000,
according to the official estimates of the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations. Even multiplying this number by
four, which seems rather high in the case of most Reform
families, this total of about 220,000 would represent no more
than 5 percent of American Jewry. Even more important is
the diminution of Reform's missionary enthusiasm. 'For many
years the movement has rested upon its laurels-, satisfied with
maintaining its previous achievement. Not even the sad ex
periences of a whole generation have cured its leaders of the
dangerous illusion that the progressive Americanization of
the immigrant masses will automatically bring a new host of
recruits into the Reform camp. Ideologically too, Reform
does not manifest the resiliency of a self-rejuvenating move
ment, but it threatens to develop, an incrustated philosophy
which would, of course, prove even more detrimental to a
reforming trend than to true orthodoxy. The manifold com
plaints about the lack of appeal exercised by Reform upon
Jewish youth are not without foundation and augur ominously
fo;- the future of the movement.
The social and historical background of Reform explains
many of these difficulties, but also enhances the insecurity of
its position. From the outset, it has fully appealed only to •
the western upper-middle class, whose economic and intellec-'*'
tual emancipation postulated the loosening of the shackles 1
of orthodox ritual and social contrpl. Like Protestantism, it
was, at the "beginning, an iconoclastic, revolutionary trend.
Coming two hundred years later, it also absorbed the preva
lent liberalist^ic currents of the nineteenth century. Even more
than Protestantism, however, it is now identified with the^^
existing social order whose preservation seems essential to
the maintenance of the chief class of its supporters. With
the overwhelming majority of its membership steadfastly con
servative in politics, economics and daily habits, it has lost
almost all its reforming zeal. The Reform rabbis (mostly
recruited from the poorer, Eastern European immigrant cir-
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cles) on the whole keep their fingers more closely on the pulse
ot time and frequently invoke the prophetic ideal of social
lay members of their congregafions, at best,
ng y 0 erate these nice" utterances, as appropriate to
ministers of religion. Whenever a rabbi takes his own words
more seriously, and pedantically insists upon their application
f
well-nigh unavoidable. With the present
S
"inety-nine out of a
Jh ^ ? congregations is not subject to doubt, and insult is
added to mjury when the losing rabbi is scornfully dismissed
an impractical and unsuccessful visionary
I
The shortcomings of the Reform ritual and theology have
ranks h
^ven in Pr«
anks, the view has become more and more articulate that it
IS a grave mistake to assign to the sermon such a central position at the expense of worship (cf., for instance, L. G. Leary,
Problems of Protestantism). For Reform Judaism, which
has in essence maintained the continuity of Judaism as an
activist creed, this adoption of Protestant models has proved
to be even more disturbing. The congregants, thus greatly
relieved from active participation in worship, hjve frequendy
availed themselves of the opportunity, stimulated by the presduty "by
Fi, 1 1 T
rabbi, the mam proxy, has suffered both from
the lack of active response and from the frequent necessity,
under these circumstances, of substituting rhetoric for thinking.
Theological thinking, consequently, although not without
vigor, has often been lacking in clarity and consistency. One
F
drawbacks was also its erratic discontinuity.
Even though largely confronted by the same theological probems as discussed and rediscussed in the rabbinical assemblies
m Germany in the 1840's and 1860's, in the half century of
anri
Central Conference of American Rabbis,
and in the recent meetings of the World Union,'i?eform theo
logians have tried to solve them time and again by a fresh
Mt off^ Sf •
beginning where their predecessors had
i u"
Formstecher^ Samuel Hjrsch, Einhorn
and Hermann Cohen, each represents a new unrelated endeavor Only Geiger, Holdfaeim, the two Wises; Kohler and
Baeck have impressed their outlook upon many of their dis
ciples and successors. But this was wholly dpe to the fact that

7^

cient Pharisaic law, then still in the making, and the Halakah's
comparative finality in our own day. Pharisaism, moreover,
is really known to us in detail only from the days of Hillel
down. By that time, it had lost some of its revolutionary
zeal and merely followed in the footsteps of the exilic and
postexilic prophets, priests and scribes. It was these early
leaders, long before Hillel, who had radically transformed
the system of Jewish creeds and observances, by offering cre
ative solutions to the complex problems which had arisen out
of the crisis of the Exile. It is with these early leaders that
we ought to compare Jewish leadership during the present
crisis—a comparison, which can but accentuate the latter's »
timidity in taking decisive steps.
It is only fair to state that, unlike the First Exile, the(
Jewish religion today faces most dangerous enemies in agnos-,
ticism and atheism. There are some who draw comfort from\
the fact that religion in general and Judaism in particular \
have successfully weathered the storm of enlightenment and
empiricism, of extreme individualism and liberalism, and of
the various other "isms" in modern life. The worst has al
ready come to pass, they argue, and religion has survived,
but they forget that there is no absolute bad by which this
worst might properly be measured. One may agree that
religion, as such, cannot be endangered by science and liberal
thought, since they operate primarily on such different planes
as the emotional and the reasoning parts of man. No matter
what "religious" fervor did accompany modern scientific dis
coveries and agitation for political panaceas, it was either
limited to a /small circle of intellectuals or was too short
lived to constitute a serious danger. Only now, when social
planning in Russia and emphasis on race in Germany have
been elevated to religious idols, the menace of the rise of
rival creeds appears more immediate.
However, the greatest danger to Judaism comes not fromthe professed atheists, but from s6me of its official devotees.
Those lukewarm Jews who feel that religion, though super
fluous for themselves, is necessary for the people, necessary,
in particular, for the maintenance of public order and the
security of their own position, are religion's true enemies,
boring from within. The increase in economic independence
has often led to a shallow "rationalist" explanation of the
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cles) on the whole keep their fiiigers more closely on the pulse
of time and frequently invoke the prophetic ideal of social
justice; but the lay members of their congregations, at best,
smilingly tolerate these "nice" utterances, as appropriate to
ministers of religion. Whenever a rabbi takes his own words
more seriously, and pedantically insists upon their application
to life, a clash is well-nigh unavoidable. With the present
distribution of power, the outcome in ninety-nine out of a
hundred congregations is not subject to doubt, and insult is
added to injury when the losing rabbi is scornfully dismissed
as an impractical and unsuccessful visionary.
The shortcomings of the Reform ritual and theology have
likewise increasingly become manifest. Even in Protestant
ranks, the view has become more and more articulate that it
is a grave mistake to assign to the sermon su'ch a -central posi
tion at the expense of worship (cf., for instance, L. G. Leary,
Problems of Protestantism). For Reform Judaism, whic
has in essence maintained the continuity 6f Judaism as an
activist creed, this adoption of Protestant models has proved"
to be even more disturbing. The congregants, thus greatl
relieved from active participation in worship, have frequently
availed themselves of the opportunity, stimulated by the pres
sure of other interests, to exercise their religious duty "by
proxy." /The rabbi, the main proxy, has suffered both from
jthe lack of active response and from the frequent necessity,
under these circumstances, of substituting rhetoric for thinking.
Theological thinking, consequently, although, not without
vigor, has often been lacking in clarity and consistency. One
of its major drawbacks was also its erratic discontinuity.
Even though largely confronted by the same theological prob
lems as discussed and rediscussed in the rabbinical assemblies
in Germany in the 1840's and 1860's, in the half century of
deliberations of the Central Conference of American Rabbis,
and in the recent meetings of the World Union^eform theo
logians have tried to solve them time and again by a fresh
start, rather than by beginning where their predecessors had
left off. Steinheim, Formstecher^ SamuelJ^HIrsch, Einhorn
and Hermann Cohen, each represents a new unrelated en
deavor. Only Geiger, Holdheim, the two Wises, Kohler and
Baeck have impressed their outlook upon' many of their dis-'
ciples and successors. But this was wholly4ue to the fact that
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cient Pharisaic,law, then still in the making, and the Halakah s
comparative finality In our own day. Pharisaism, moreover,
is really known to us In detail only from the days of Hillel
down. By that time, it had lost some of Its revolutionary
zeal and merely followed in the footsteps of the exilic and
postexilic prophets, priests and scribes. It was these early
leaders, long before Hillel, who had radically transformed
the system of Jewish creeds and observances, by offering cre
ative solutions to the complex problems which had arisen out
of the crisis of the Exile. It is with these early leaders that
we ought to compare Jewish leadership during the present
crisis—a comparison, which can but accentuate the latter s '
timidity in taking decisive steps.
_
_
It is only fair to state that, unlike the First Exile, thej
Jewish religion today faces most dangerous enemies In agnos-^ ticism and atheism. There are some who draw comfort from\
the fact that religion in general and Judaism In particular \
have successfully weathered the storm of enlightenment and
empiricism, of extreme individualism and liberalism, and of
the various other "Isms" in modern life. The worst has al
ready come to pass, they argue, and religion has survived,
but they forget that there is no absolute bad by which this
worst might properly be measured. One may agree that
religion, as such, cannot be endangered by science and liberal
thought, since they operate primarily on such different planes
as the emotional and the reasoning parts of man. No matter
what "religious" fervor dI4 accompany modern scientific dis
coveries and agitation for political panaceas, it was either
limited to a /small circle of intellectuals or was too short
lived to coi^itute a serious danger. Only now, when social
planning in Russia and emphasis on race In Germany have
been elevated to religious Idols, the menace of the rise of
rival creeds appears more Immediate.
However, the greatest danger to Judaism comes not fromj
the professed atheists, but from some of its official devotees.
Those lukewarm Jews who feel that religion, though super
fluous for themselves, is necessary for the people, necessary,
in particular, for the maintenance of public order and the
security of their own position, are religion's true enemies,
boring from within. The Increase in economic Independence
has often led to a shallow "rationalist" explanation of the
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"supernatural" phenomena and to the observance of a'mini
mum of ritual as a matter of external piety; to a comfortable
mode^ of existence, weak-kneed and cowardly, • and total in
capacity for boundless sacrifice; to yawning saturation and
deep boredom, at best finding expression in esthetic Epicure
anism or philanthropy. In other cases, a pui*ely individualistic
form of religion is preached as a "private affair" of the in
dividual, unmindful of historic experience which, teaches that
each and every great religion has speedily grown into an in|rinsically social, thoroughly institutionalized trend. Some
jliberals" look forward to one great humanitarian religion
c
Unbracing all mankind. Perhaps under the impact of early
postwar humanitarianism, Emil G. Hirsch expressed in 1920
the fantastic hope, "Ten more years and there -vyill be no
difference between Reform Judaism and liberal Christianity."
One need not take issue with such utterances on the ground
6f religious exclusiveness, such as found expression in the
recent papal encyclicals or in the characteristic,p,ronunciamento
of Harnack,
There is only one religion, which was revealed from God. Moham
medanism, Confucianism, Judaism, Brahmanism, and^.other so-called
religions are the inventions of men. [Quoted by C'Manshardt, in

JR, XII, 529.]

But one must admit that such exclusiveness, if sincere, is at
least sign of living and profound belief; whereas the more
attractive oratory on mutual tolerance and;-good will fre
quently springs from simple lack of conviction. ' Can a really
and deeply religious person believe in the relativity of truth
and the perfect equality of all creeds not only" before the
law—which kind of equality is absolutely indispensable for
peace among men—but also before God?
Out of this chaos within religious Judaism were steadily
nourished the nonreligious Jewish forces. Few jews, outside
of the Russian bezbozhniki, actually hate the Jewish religion
today. But in ever-swelling numbers they join the. ranks of
{y / the professedly indifferent, while acknowledging that racially
or through an indescribable something they still regard them
selves as Jews. But atheists and indifferent alike have so far
failed to develop a convincing and satisfactory brand of secu-,
lar Judaism; satisfactory, moreover, not oijly in its logical
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cogency but also in its enduring application to life. ^ Religion^
can never be replaced by scientific theories, however intellectuy
ally alluring, unless they are supplemented by some sort of
secular mysticism and ritual, the one to satisfy emotiona|
yearnings, the other to furnish an outlet for activist energies
and to become socially rooted through communal worship.X
Secular Zionists have long preached the erection of a non-C
religious Jewish civilization in Palestine, but the futility of
this experiment has become ever clearer in recent years, and
jne can now perceive a definite reaction even within the Zion
ist camp. On the whole, secularism thrives on indifference
and negation, rather than on the truly creative forces of
Jewish life'. Should it succeed, however, in the course of
time, in formulating a new positive philosophy, creating for
it a legend and a ritual, and finding devoted self-sacrificing ad
herents, the rise of a new Jewish schism and the rending
asunder of the Jewish national body into warring camps of^
beHevers would appear imminent.
Can the Jewish people survive such an overturn in all Its
traditional patterns of existence? Are the contemporary Jews
condemned to be merely passive bystanders, witnessing this
gradual dissolution, or is it in their hands to direct their col
lective and individual destinies?
If so, what practical
measures could and should be taken to stem the process of
disintegration and to fortify the reconstructive factors?
ANTIDOTES
The attentive reader doubtless has already noticed that
even in the above presentation, where all the threatening
symptoms have been marshaled to show the severity of the
crisis, rays of hope were not altogether lacking. In the fol
lowing he will find a discussion of the various antidotes in
herent in the very elements of destruction or in the newly
emerging forces of preservation, and a few suggestions for
remedial counteraction. The latter, in. so far as they can be
included in thiS" brief general analysis, belong by their very
nature to the political and cultural, rather than the economic
and biological, fields. Even in economics, undoubtedly, human
energy bent upon certain aims, can substantially alter the
course of events. Many modern Jews, especially Marxists,
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who, misunderstanding their master's "astronomic" predic
tions of economic developments and his "determinism," fatal
istically accepted given conditions, confidents that the future
must change them in their favor, have dearly paid for their
underestimate of the unexpected, irrational human impulses.
However, action to be taken to remedy the purely economic
evils will, in the face of the overwhelming power of the
general economic trends, whether world-wide or confined to
the individual states, be primarily political and ideological.
The validity of these suggestions, it is needlesS- to say, is
largely conditioned on the degree to which the, assumed gen
eral tendencies will actually be realized, although 'some may
prove applicable also to a new, as yet unpredictable order.
The deep crisis in all domains of Jewish life would really
threaten the people's survival, were not many of'its phases
so contradictory as to efface one another's effects. The trend
toward a more stationary population, for example, doubtless
mitigates the manifold handicaps of migration ajid facilitates
the process of economic readjustment. It also makes the con
centration of the Jews in certain professions and in com
merce less conspicuous, and consequently less objectionable
from the political standpoint. Neither does the spread of
anti-Semitism, no matter how prejudicial if may be to the
individual Jew, endanger the survival of the entire group.
On the contrary, it has long been recognized' that complete
assimilation has more frequently resulted from perfect equal
ity than from persecution. It actually appears^, says J. Blau,
"as if anti-Semitism were an International Benevolent Society
for the Preservation of Semitism." Those who. deplore this
negative force of preservation and find therein a confirma
tion for the now fashionable assertion that the Jews have
been objects rather than subjects of history, forget that all
nations are deeply influenceci by trends and events outside
their own boundaries. It is needless to dwell here on the
merits of the "primacy of the foreign over the domestic poli
cies," as taught by great historians such as Ranke,^ because no
one will,deny that many interior developments in- every nation
are positive or negative reflections of foreign influence. The
Jews in the dispersion, even more- intimately wpven into the
fabric of their environmental life, necessarily react instantly
to pertinent developments outside their o-vyn life. Anti-Semi-\
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tism has certainly occupied a focal position in all Jewish "for
eign" relations throughout the ages. The urbanization of
the Jewish people, while lending unnatural prominence to
urban occupations and coresponsible for many phases of phys- ^
ical and cultural degeneration, often enables the Jews to live
a fuller Jewish life than when they are distributed in sparse
and scattered settlements. Especially in emancipated Jewries,
communal life and communal institutions thrive only where
there is a considerable agglonieration of Jews.^, Many valu
able endeavors require a metropolitan Jewish community
counting scores or hundreds of thousands. The partisan di
visions along religious, social and political lines doubtless ^
weaken the unity of Jewish effort, but they also help to main
tain an active interest in Jewish affairs. Indifference, rather
than extreme partisanship, has been the real menace to Jew
ish survival. On extraordinary occasions, moreover, such as
the Palestine riots, the White Paper of 1930 and the rise of
Hitler to power, one finds practically the entire people united ^
in sentiment, if not in action. On such rare occasions the
much heralded solidarity of the Jews becomes a reality—a
negative reality though It be.
POPULATION POLICY

For the time being, at any rate, the biological force of
the Jewish people Is far from exhausted. The actual decrease
in a few Western European countries Is more than made up
by the permanent increase in the Jewish mass settlements^
This increase Itself may now be diminishing in eastern Europe,
in the more backward regions of northern Africa, western
Asia, etc., it does not yet show any signs of recession. With
the spread of modern sanitary Improvements In those coun
tries, mortality falls off much more .rapidly than natality. We
now witness there a repetition of those phenomena which so
beneficially operated in eastern Europe during the second
half of the nineteenth century. /Un the whole, we may still
conservatively assume that world Jewry grows by some 120,- '
000 persons a year. J. Lestshinsky has recently estimated
the Increase during the last decade at 1,300,000, averaging
140,000 annually in 1926-30, and 120,000 In 1931-35 (cf. espe
cially his latest statistical studies on the Jewish world popula-
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tion, published in JB, IX). Under these circumstances the
fear of race extinction, which has superseded the Malthusian
specter of overpopulation in the minds of modern men, has
but relative justification in Jewish reality. /As far as one can
see, it will take several more decades before the Jewish
population will actually become stationary. Much can happen
m the meantime to reverse the present unfavorable trend.
/ There are Jews who, after the fashion of certain western
/ sociologists,- are apprehensive lest recent biological develop
ments affect quality even more than numbers, in coming gen
erations. Since birth control operates more strongly ^mong
wealthy, and educated western Jews, they feel that their off
spring will necessarily be increasingly outnumbered by the
children of the poor and backward eastern Jews. To them
It IS cold comfort that the function of numerical preservation
may shift from northeastern Europe to the Balkans, Asia and
northern Africa, to those Sephardic and oriental Jews who,
in recent centuries, have assimilated so many unsavory "Levan
tine" traits.
These apprehensions have seldom been aired in the open,
however. Generally, the conviction prevails that in the Jew
ish people there exists no qualitative difference in hereditary
substance between the offspring of notables and that of "aver
age" Jews. The absence of hereditary nobility (descent from
a famous scholar created temporary social, but not permanent
legal privileges), the insecurity and the comparatively short
duration of wealth in any one family, constant migrations and
extensive intermarriage between the various groups, have ob
literated all incipient marks of differentiation. The environ
mental distinctions are wholly accidental and can often be
removed in one lifetime. It may be doubted whether Emil
Meyerson, the distinguished French philosopher, would have
achieved equal fame and "attracted .European interest in
Polish philosophy (Chwistek), if he had remained in Lubhn. Nahman Krochmal, at least, the profoundest thinker in
Polish lands during t^he nineteenth century, perhaps on account
of his Jewish subject matter and use of Hebrew, has not become widely known even in Polish philosophic and literary
arcles. But Meyerson, his still more celebrated confrere,
Henri Bergson (son of a Warsaw Jew), and many others,
have demonstrated that, orice given full western educational
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opportunities and an influential public, the eastern Jew can
dimb the ladder to high achievement in the West. As to
specific Jewish services, one may leisurely speculate on what
might have happened, if Chaim Weizman had remained in
Pinsk or moved to Vilna or Kovno. Most likely he would
now be one of the abject Russian emigres, or else wasting his
extraordinary abilities on a futile fight in or outside parliament
against the oppressive measures of the Polish or I^ithuania-n
government. As a professor of chemistry in Manchester,
however, he had during the World War and afterwards a
unique opportunity, which he so splendidly utilized that—in the
words of Lloyd George—"his name will rank with that of
Nehemiah in the fascinating and inspiring story of' the chil
dren of Israel" {JVar Memoirs, I, 587).
All this applies likewise to the Sephardic and oriental Jews.
In their mass settlements on the Mediterranean shores they
have retained much of the vigor and vitality of their re
nowned ancestors, a vitality lost (perhaps through prolonged
prospejrity and over-civilization) by many of the western
Sephardim. In fact, one may speak today of a Sephardic
renaissance with many cultural and religious, as well as bio
logical facets. The impulses of Zionism and the Hebrew
revival, coupled with the rejuvenation of Islam, with which
the Sephardic world has always been closely knit, have infused
new lifeblood into its veins. Like Islam, it may look forward
to a new era of great achievement, reminiscent of the past
glories of Bagdad and Andalusia.
Recent changes in Jewish fecundity have had social, rather
than strictly biological causes. In the midst of greatest
nineteenth-century expansion, perspicacious thinkers rightly
contended that the so-called Malthusian law of over-population
was a historical, rather than a natural category. Today, the
threatening under-population has no less definitely historical,
i.e., temporary, reasons. Any change in the social and eco
nomic order would immediately affect the rate of procreation.
Even purely psychological transformations, such as a different
attitude of the modern emancipated woman to motherhood,
a revitalization of the family, and a reintensification of the
personal relationships between parents and children, would
go a long way to blunt the edge of the hitherto prevalent
antagonistic forces.
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A sentin^ntal reaction among Jewish women is, gaining in
strength. The zeal of the suffragettes, who several decades
ago saw woman s participation in public affairs as the only
road to salvation, has been dampened by the manifestly in
different results of their political emancipation-.. Growing
technological unemployment among men militates against a
continued disproportionate increase in the numbei* of working
women, such as took place during the World War and in
periods of rapid industrial expansion. For a long time to
come, the majority of women will be free to devote their un
divided attention to the family and the raisirig pf children.
Progressive social legislation insures greater protection for
matermty and better care for the child during the working
of feminism l,avi„|
passed, the disadvantages, mental as well as physical, of the
childless state for a young and healthy woman" have become
more and more obvious. The zest of those 'eugenists who
have associated extensive birth control with the immediate
improvement of the race, has also been tempered by the
growing recognition that one child in a family is. "a crime
rather than a child." Such lonely children, moreover, upon
reaching maturity frequently wish to avoid the "mistake" of
their parents. Fundamentally, the reversal of previous indi
vidualistic trends now enhances the social responsibility of the
parents, gradually displacing the exclusive emphasis upon their
personal comfort.
These general trends affect the Jews in an even higher de
gree, since so many of them have been placed, through metropolitan life and economic stratification, in the vanguard of
civihzation._ Where birth control is not practiced, the basic
/ecundity of the race is undeniable. La^grde once seriously
sugg«ted_i^aijev^fertility,
to the Jews' preference fa^_fij|i_^et^^wiiich they must h'ave acquFrrd during
Whatever the ^ts of this
conrentronrth-ereyrT^uny Jews today who see in the Jewish
cuisme, and especially m fish prepared in the Jewish manner,
the essence of their Jewishness. The much-debated rationalization of sexual life through medieval rabbinic law, as we
have seen, has not weakened the religious sanctions which
promoted the growth of the people. Only when this rationalization entered an unholy alliance with the profit and saving
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motive in the capitalistic age, did the "gospel of abnegation,"
as Marx said, begin to be taken seriously. It was further
emphasized in the liberalistic age, when individual comfort,
pleasure and the avoidance of pain assumed undue prominence
in the pursuit of happiness. The most Epicurean age has
thus approximated the results of the most ascetic generations.
Recent secular rationales, however, once more favor procrea
tion. Although the Jews cannot share Mussolini's or Hitler's
enthusiasm for boundless propagation as the mainspring of
economic and military power, they are aware of the vital im
portance of this source of ethnic self-preservation and cul
tural rejuvenation. Among nationally minded Jewish youth,
especially among the Palestinian pioneers, this sense of re
sponsibility has been clearly awakened.
The anti-Jewish persecutions appear to perform, in this ^
respect, too, a conservatory function—not only in the ironic^'
sense of impeding the accumulation of wealth by Jews, and
thereby removing one of .the chief causes of birth control, but
also by direct reenforcement of ties linking the individual to ^
his family and people. The information thus far available*"
shows that a considerably larger number of young German
Jews entered the state of matrimony in 1933-34, than in the
preceding years, the great economic uncertainties notwith
standing. The Nazi propaganda for procreation, enforced
abandonment of free relationships with non-Jews, and gradual
exclusion from public aniusements, have all made the pre- '
viously extremely individualistic German Jew more family- (
minded. Most decisively, the reconstituted ghetto necessarily
again fc^calizes Jg,BdslUi£e.jn the family. For the time being,
economic inst"ability and the~menFal agonies of the Jewish
children attending German schools, still militate against more
rapid propagation. "I shall not give birth to another Jewchild," is frequently heard from th^ lips of young GermanJewish mothers today. In the long run, however, the growing
number of youthful couples cannot fail to increase natality,
especially if economic conditions are stabilized and a spe
cifically Jewish school system mitigates the sufferings of Jew
ish pupils. The process of dissimilation, moreover, diminishes
defections through baptism and intermarriage. Treitschke
once deplored the effects of emancipation, which absolved
many Jews from the necessity of giving up their religion; but
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his more radical disciples have made conversion to Christian
ity altogether unremunerative. Since September, 1935, inter
marriage is not only legally void, but also subject to severe
punishment. With world Jewry's attention focused on the
German scene, the results of these biological experiments in
the German laboratory will doubtless also have an effect upon
communities in which these extraneous influences make them
selves felt in a lesser degree.
Jewish communal leaders will also once again have to pay
much more attention to the family. It will not do to go about
rhapsodizing on the sweetness and purity of medieval .family
life. As in other periods of retarded growth,(the declining
Roman Empire and the later Middle Ages) positive measures
will have to be adopted. But now, with the weakening of the
legislative and religious sanctions of the community, it will
not suffice to reiterate the old rabbinical injunctions concerning
the^ advisability of early marriages, procreation as their only
purpose and the great sin of self-imposed abstention from
either. Orthodox rabbis, such as J. J. Z. Horowitz, may still
neatly reproduce the halakic outlawry of birth control, except
when indispensable to the health of the mother; they preach
to deaf ears, even among their own congregants. It is a
matter of common knowledge that birth control is widely
practiced in ,the orthodox strongholds of eastern Europe.
Jewish, as well as non-Jewish, leaders will have to reckon
with voluntary parenthood, rather than that by compulsion or
accident. The exaltation of the eugenic values of birth con
trol, on the other hand, on the part of some Reform rabbis
who, whenever they can synthesize Judaism with the "latest"
social fad, compliment themselves upon their modernity, does
more harm than good. Birth control, the Jewish people is
to be constantly reminded, is neither avoidable nor reprehen
sible, if practiced for medical or really urgent socio-economic
reasons. Otherwise it is prejudicial not only to society, but
to the parents themselves and to the single child previously
born.
Apart from these preachments of dubious influence, positive
rneasures may be taken to encourage marriage and procrea
tion. All western states will necessarily, for the sake of selfpreservation, allow certain premiums to fathers of families in
the form of preference in public employment, raises in salaries
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and substantial tax reductions; establish better and less ex
pensive maternity hospitals, and so forth. Jewish charitable
institutions will likewise turn once" more from mere mainte
nance of life, to the question of reproduction of life. As in
the ghetto haknasat kallah, aid to young women about to enter
matrimony, and other subsidies may be necessary to counter
act the economic handicaps in the constantly narrowing em
ployment market of capitalistic countries. As long as thor
oughgoing economic planning, or a socialist order, does not
guarantee employment to parents and minimum of care to
children—the only really permanent solution—so long will it
rest with the religious groups to share with the state the bur
den of responsibility. Only thus is it conceivable that the
average Jewish family should raise three, and in some coun
tries four children, the absolute minimum necessary, even in
our period of relative longevity, to replenish the ranks and to
maintain the people on its present numerical level. E. Kahn
estimated in the Germany of 1930 that, in view of the numer
ous mixed marriages and the large total abstention from mar
riage, an average of seven children would be indispensable.
NEW AVENUES FOR MIGRATION

The opening of new avenues of Jewish migration undoubt
edly is an even more urgent task of the day. The 80,000 Ger
man-Jewish refugees have dramatized it before Jewish and
world opinion, but they are only a fraction of a vast mass of
actual or potential expatriates for whom a place must be found
somewhere on this globe. The millions of Polish Jewry, in
particular, must find an outlet, if they are not to be totally
pauperized. In the meantime Poland has admitted about
20,000 German refugees, becoming, after Palestme and
France, their largest recipient. This reflux has suddenly riulllfied the results of many years of Polish-Jewish emigration
to the once hospitable Reich. In 1931, moreover, even before
the rise of Hitler to power, only 14 Jews left Poland for
German destinations..
Where are the Jews to turn at present? In Europe there
are only three potential hosts: France, the Iberian Peninsula,
and especially the Soviet Union. It is not universally known
that since the Great War France has become the foremost
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country of immigration and tliat in the decade of 1921-31
the number of foreign residents increased by 1,470,000. In
contrast to prewar America, however, there were no more
than 35,000 Jews among the new arrivals. Poland sent in
1931, 28,396 emigres to her western ally, but there were no
more than 646 Jews among them, or only one-fourth, of their
ratio in the Polish population. The reason is evident: France
needed mainly agricultural and industrial laborers, and the
Jews could furnish but few of these. More recently, it is
estimated, some '25,000 German refugees have entered the
country. Unfortunately, the world-wide depression affected
France later than other countries; with increasing'unemployment and civil unrest she could not be expected to continue
her liberal immigration policy. Spain and Portugal are ^t
present willing to accommodate larger numbers of Jewish suf
ferers, especially among the Sephardim. This receptive mood,
fortified by the desire widespread in Spain to expiate,for the
wrongs once inflicted upon Spanish Jewry, persisted even
through changes of government and was still strong at the
outbreak (1936) of the rebellion under Franco. But Spain
and Portugal now have a very limited economic absorptive
capacity. The Soviet Union, on the other hand, has hud un
told possibilities for assimilating immigrants during the second
Five Year Plan, but the wish has been lacking. • The very low
standard of life of the Russian population and the aversion to
admit masses of immigrants, accustomed to a different mode
of living and hence often quickly disillusioned, may be ad
vanced a's the main explanation, although suspicions have been
voiced that this reluctance is due, in part, also to considerations
bearing upon the j/orld revolution. The waves of discontented
prospective emigrants held back in their native lands can but
swell the ranks of potential revolutionaries. In the case of
Jews, in particular, there is the additional safeguard that few
would be likely to enlist in fascist armies, which in most coun
tries bear a distinctly anti-Semitic tinge. On the other hand,
the Third International certainly realiz'es that an excess of Jew
ish members in any particular communist party is liable to offer
a special target for attacks and seriously jeopardize the effec
tiveness of communist propaganda. The primary difficulty,
moreover, being alleviated through the steady rise in the
standard of life of the Russian -masses, persistent effort of
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Jewish leadership may break down this reluctance of the
Soviets.
Neither should efforts be spared to throw wide open the ^
harbors of Palestine to Jewish mass immigration, especially
of the noncapitalist type. Even now it is still true—to quote
the Memorandum of the Zionist Organization, to the Peace
Conference of February, 1919—that the country "is sparsely
populated; 40 [now 140] persons per square mile as con
trasted with Lebanon to the North with 400 persons per
square mile and Egypt to the South with double that [num
ber]." A substantial increase of certificates for pioneers is
also necessary, to mitigate the evils of a purely middle-class
influx, to help maintain the beneficial hold of labor on the
Palestine community, and to enable it to carry on its. experi
ment of establishing a new social equilibrium. Only such a
well-balanced immigration on a large scale would justify the
great sacrifices of world Jewry, and be in line with the early
exalted aspirations.
The handling of the. delicate Arab problem, on the other
hand, calls for particular care, not only with respect to the
upbuilding of Palestine, but also in regard to the large poten
tialities for Jewish immigration into Transjordan, Syria and
Iraq. The peculiar problems of Australia and New Zealand,
South Africa and Canada, Argentina and Brazil, must like
wise be thoroughly considered before favorable action on the
part of these governments can be obtained. Jewish leader
ship certainly must not allow itself to be taken by surprise,
as it did when Brazil adopted, in February, 1935, a stringent
immigration bill, amplifying the provisions of the Constitution
of 1934. According to newspaper reports, "immigration is to
be limited to two percent of the number of aliens of each na
tionality already in the country, and only restricted citizenship
is conferred by naturalization" {New York Times, April 28,
1935, Sec. I, p. 20).
The discussions of the League of Nations on the refugee
problem and the creation of an intergovernmental body under
a high commissioner appointed by the League, have opened
the road for world-wide negotiations. The forceful memo
randum of James Macdonald, the resigning high commissioner
in December, 1935, has added stimulus to far-reaching action,
aVd may bear fruit as soon as the Leq,gue regains its com-
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posure after the Ethiopian and the Rhineland crises. If Jew
ish leadership the world over will focus its attention some
what less upon the spectacular, but not very fruitful, boycott
agitation against Germany; the equally unproductive, inces
sant apologias; or even the collection of funds for sheer relief
—however meritorious all these undertakings may be in them
selves—and concentrate, instead, on th|^ask of transplanting
large Jewish groups into more hospitable regions, such con
certed effort will doubtless yield more permanent and bene
ficial results. The action initiated by the spectacular visit of
Sir Herbert Samuel and two associates to America, which led
to the organization of the "Council for Germain Jewry," is a
step in the right direction. But the scope must be considerably broadened and must include the vast Eastern European
masses. Many years of persistent negotiations, backed by
large funds for purposes of colonization and vocational train
ing of prospective settlers, will be needed, before the aversion
of the respective governments toward mass immigration may
be overcome. One must realistically reckon with the fact that
the dangerous, but frequently useful, myth of Jewish world
domination has been largely exploded through the recent Jew
ish financial reverses, and that simultaneously the tie-up in the
international flow of credit has tempered the interest of debtor
countries in the good will of Jewish financiers. Nevertheless,
really united, well-considered action by responsible Jewish
leaders, proceeding along a detailed and farsighted plan,
backed by a powerful Jewish and non-Jewish public opinion,
should even today be able to duplicate the achievements of the
Jewish delegations at the Paris Peace Conference. Only in
stead of dazzling victories on "paper, the new leadership may
try to obtain less spectacular, but more substantial and endur
ing gains.
DIMINISHING ABNORMALITY OF
ECONOMIC STATUS

Neither are the economic trends in the long run really as
unfavorable as they first appear. Economic restratification,
to be sure, can make only very slow progress. One may, per
haps, expect a further increase of the Jewish agricultural popu
lation to one million in the course of a decade or two, but this
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would be a unique achievement, in the face of the contradic
tory general trends, pointing to progressive further urbaniza
tion and industrialization of the world. The temporary reflux
of urbanites to farms, in the United States, Germany and
England, since 1930, may be regarded as a passing retarda
tion, rather than a reversal of these trends. Indeed, in recent
years the process of agricultural colonization has been slowed
down in both the Soviet Union and Palestine on account of
the shortage of labor, accompanying the rapid industrializa
tion in the former, and the predominantly urban middle-class
immigration in the latter country. In 1933 fully 17 percent
of t h e population of t h e Palestine "collectives" { k v u s o t )
locked to the city. Although they were speedily replaced by
more recent immigrants, the proportion of the Jewish rural
population in the country sank from 25.6 percent in Novem
ber, 1931, to 21.7 percent in September, 1934. To expect,
under these circumstances, that within a generation or two the
Jewish people as a whole will include a farming population of,
say, 30 percent, seems futile. Nevertheless, one may look for
ward hopefully to increasing "normalcy" of the Jewish eco
nomic status. The outstanding feature in the recent evolution
toward normalcy has been that it occurred, not because the
Jewish structure has greatly adapted itself to that of the other
nations, but because the world has become, so to speak, in
creasingly "Jewish." Once more the Jews may have merely
anticipated general developments.

Most fundamental, of course, is the question of the numeri
cal participation of Jews, outside the Soviet Union, in the
heavy and basic, rather than the light industries. - The ulti
mate answer to this haunting question seems to be given by
recent trends In industrial production. Most western nations
now show a gradual decrease of industrial workers, strictly
speaking, and a corresponding increase of employees of the
white-collar class. The changes in the relative strength of the
two groups in Germany from 1907 to 1925, have been mentioned
already. The occupational statistics of the United States
for the last sixty years may serve as another illustration. The
agricultural population has declined from 52.8 percent in 1870,
to 25.8 percent in 1920) and to 21.3 percent in 1930. At the
same time the manufacturing and mechanical industries em
ployed 22 percent in 1870, 30.5 percent in 1920, but only
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28.6 percent in 1930. On the other hand, those gainfully
_ occupied in trade and transportation steadily rose from 9.1
percent in 1870, to 18 percent in 1920, and 20.7 percent in
_ 1930. Similarly, clerical service rose from -1.7 percent to 7.2
percent and 8.2 percent, while professional service advanced
from 2.7 percent to 5.4 percent and 6.5 percent respectively, '
on these dates. The trend is equally pronounced, if one con
siders that
in 1870 about 75% of gainfully employed engaged.in production of
physical goods in agriculture, mining, manufacturing and construction.
In 1930 only about 50% of the labor supply was so required.' \Recent
Social Trends, I, 281-84.]
In short, although the recent heated controversies on ^he
merits of technocracy have discredited propheciAof this type,
everyone seems to agree that the potentialities M the machine
have vastly outstripped the pace of domestic consumption and
the absorptive capacities of markets,-in the newer and lessdeveloped countrieSi With the progressive industrialization
of all countries, moreover, quite apart from the nationalist
doctrines of self-containment, new markets, that great savior
during the sustained British industrial evolution of the last
two centuries, will hardly be available much longer. There is
scarcely any other acceptable alternative, but progressive re
duction of hours of labor, combined with a constant diminu^ tion of the number of people employed in the actual process
of mechanical production. This means a corresponding nu
merical increase of those engaged in its organization as well
as in the transportation and distribution of the various prod
ucts. In such a case, what is now an anomaly of Jewish struc
ture, would become ):he more or less normal occupational divi
sion of western society.
Let us assume, for the sake of illustration, that about 2000
A.D., 20 percent of the working population, laboring for twenty
hours a week, will suffice to obtain the entire agricultural and
industrial output of both capital and consumers' goods, neces
sary at that time. The remaining 80 percent would chiefly
belong to the employees' grpup in industry and farming, or to
those classes of professional men, civil'servants and others
who provide for the satisfaction of other wants of man. Of
course, the efficiency of physicians, teachers, etc., cannot be so
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greatly increased through mechanical inventions. ^With the
evident progressive reduction of w^orking hours also in these
nonmechanical occupations, and the growing needs of all kinds
during the vastly expanded leisure time, one can easily visual
ize a society in which the overwhelming majority would consist
of white-collar employees, professional men and women, and
public officials. Even if disproportionately few Jews were to
be found then among the industrial and agricultural workers,
and almost all of them continued to crowd the other occu- ^
pations, their economic maldistribution would be much less
conspicuous. It is one thing to belong, in an overwhelming
majority, to classes which are now in a minority of less than
one-fifth, and another thing to partake in the life of a majority
of four-fifths.
Decreasing Jewish "abnormality," owing to general eco
nomic factors, may also be observed in a highly disturbing
phase of contemporary life. During the last few decades,
anti-Semites, Jewish social reformers, Zionist ideologists and
general philanthropists concentrated their combined attacks
upon the Jewish Luftmenschen, who in Eastern European cen
suses have often officially figured as high as one-sixth of the
entire Jewish population. As a matter of fact, their propor
tion was frequently much higher, since many of those regis
tered under one trade or another actually had no permanent
occupation, but lived on accidental income from haphazard
jobs and, temporarily, on public or private charity. Unfor
tunately, the recent economic upheavals have rendered that _
Jewish anomaly much less exceptional. Now almost every
western country has for years had millions of unemployed,
often far in excess of the ratio of one-sixth of the working
population. What is even more deplorable, we must reckon
with considerable permanent unemployment in all countries,
without strictly planned economy. The millions of these-for-'
cible, ofteii well-trained, unemployed in England, Germany
and America have demonstrated, even to the superficial critic,
that this by-product of early Jewish urban and commercial
civilization has been due much less to national characteristics
than to purely economic causes.
A new type of L u f t m e n s c h , in particular, becomes a grow
ing menace to western civilization: the unerriployed intellec--*^
tual. The enormous multiplication of these individuals during
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the present generation, especially among Jews, and the ap
parent tendency to further growth by geometric progression,
are truly disquieting. Not only does the higher level of edu
cation make the intellectual more sensitive and perhaps also
less resistant to sordid reality, but his disillusionment grows
ever deeper, as he compares his own status with-the hitherto
traditional superior standing of a man in the professions. The
. calculation that great sacrifices, self-imposed by. families to see
their children through many years in school, warfant also
larger financial returns, and the lingering insistence of society
that the intelligentsia continue displaying its middle-class
fagade add to the bitterness of the disappointment; ' Western
and especially Jewish youth will have to reevaluate the function
of general and vocational education in a better^plaaned world,
in which few skilled or unskilled laborers, running an efficient
machine, will ultimately command decent wa^ for short
working days, will be insured against unemployr^it, disability
and old age, and will increasingly assert, themselves in public
life. A higher social appreciation would automatically follow.
Even now one frequently hears comparisons between the stand
ard of life of the average workingman and that of the average professional, which pretend that the lot of the former is
little short of enviable. In capitalistic countries this still is
a gross exaggeration, reflecting the pretentious demands of the
hitherto-fastidious professional class, rather than actual facts.
But all modern tren,ds unmistakably point in this direction, and
I it is not without socio-economic justification that many level
headed thinkers see in the industrial proletariat the harbinger
of a new age, notwithstanding the present middle-class revolt
under the mantle of fascism.
Does this mean that Jewish youth is now to check or to
keep In abeyance Its natural propensities for higher education?
- By no means! It must only learn the Iqssqn which its fore
fathers learned for centuries, that higher education Is of value
in itself, to be appreciated in total disregard of the economic
opportunities it may offer.. The talmudic or medieval rabbis,
or the orthodox students in modern times, never were an eco
nomic class apart. Dependent on their particular circum
stances, they were wealthy or poor, patricians or proletarians,
but all of them shared the deep, veneration of the entire peo
ple for learning per se. In fact, they a^lways denounced, as
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a profanation of wisdom, the commercialization of expert
knowledge, which in our mercantile age has become selfexplanatory. Sometimes they went to the length of affirming,
"It Is a good sign for a scholar. If he devotes much time to
study and little to earning a meagre sustenance" (Seder Eliyahu Rabba, chap. III). It is perhaps the greatest task of
the new economic regulation, by securing to every individual
work, bread an^ leisure, to liberate learning once again from
the clutches of commercial exploitation. That such a develop
ment would not run counter to the "materialistic" conception
of history, is perfectly clear to every student of Marxism,
which is, in more than one respect—as Frederick Engels him
self once characterized it—"the child and 4ielr of German
idealistic philosophy." In the long run, it certainly hopes to
emancipate human culture from all class determination, and
to free it for a fully autonomous development In a measure
achieved'perhaps only once before, namely In Jewish history.
Fascism, too, has found inner justification in its reassertion
of the national totalitarian culture as opposed to the present
materialistic abuses of cultural accomplishments. Jewish
youth, in particular, will have to understand that in a wellordered society, everyone may enjoy the benefits of school
education until the age of eighteen and of adult education for
the rest of his life, and that the differences in formal training
should mean little in regard to one's economic status. On the
other hand, it must learn to appreciate the opportunity of
obtaining higher education for its own sake as a privilege and
as a road to a richer, though not more "abundant," life;
richer undoubtedly in both happiness and sorrow, but hence^
really worth living.
_
_
.
A certain measure of Jewish economic restratification will,
nevertheless, remain imperative.. Here again Jewish communal leadership is confronted with grave responsibility. It
must give up its%erennial policy of "muddling through," lay
down a farsigh'tefl program for a period of years, and pro
vide the means' necessary for Its realization. Such a program
Is particularly needed to combat anti-Jewish discrimination,
public as well as private. As far as the Jewish share in the
steadily expanding civil service is concerned, the measures
taken must be primarily political. While perfectly aware of
the dangers of overactive participation in high official func-
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the present generation, especially among Jews, and the ap.
parent tendency to further growth by geometric progression,
are truly disquieting. Not only does the higher level of edu
cation make the intellectual more sensitive and perhaps also
less resistant to sordid reality, but his disillusionment grows
ever deeper, as he compares his own status with the hitherto
traditional superior standing of a man in the professions. The
. calculation that great sacrifices, self-imposed by families to see
their children through many years in school, warrant also
larger financial returns, and the lingering insistence of society
that the intelligentsia continue displaying its middle-class
facade add to the bitterness of the disappointment. Western,
and especially Jewish youth will have to reevaluate the function
of general and vocational education in a better-planned world,
in which few skilled or unskilled laborers, running an efficient
machine, will ultimately command decent wages for short
working days, will be insured against unemployment, disability
and old age, and will increasingly assert themselves in public
life. A higher social appreciation would automatically follow.
Even now one frequently hears comparisons between the stand
ard of life of the average workingman and that of the aver
age professional, which pretend that the lot of the former is
little short of enviable. In capitalistic countries this still is
a gross exaggeration, reflecting the pretentious demands of the
hitherto-fastidious professional class, rather than actual facts.
But all modern trends unmistakably point in this direction, and
I it is not without socio-economic justification that many level
headed thinkers see in the industrial proletariat the harbinger
of a new age, notwithstanding the present middle-class revolt
! under the mantle of fascism.
Does this mean that Jewish youth is now to check or to
keep in abeyance its natural propensities for higher education?
•' By no means I It must only learn the lesson which its fore
fathers learned for centuries, that higher education is of value
in itself, to be appreciated in total disregard of the economic
opportunities it may offer.. The talmudic or medieval rabbis,
or the orthodox students in modern times, never were an eco
nomic class apart. Dependent on their particular circum
stances, they were wealthy or poor, patricians or proletarians,
but all of them shared the deep veneration of the,entire peo
ple for learning per se. In fact, they always denounced, ad
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a profanation of wisdom, the commercialization of expert
knowledge, which in our mercantile age has become selfexplanatory. Sometimes they went to the length of affirming,
"It is a good sign for a scholar, if he devotes much time to
study and little to earning a meagre sustenance" (Seder Eliyahu Rabba, chap. III). It is perhaps the greatest task of
the new economic regulation, by securing to every individual
work, bread and leisure, to liberate learning once again from
the clutches of commercial exploitation. That such a develop
ment would not run counter to the "materialistic conception
of history, is perfectly clear to every student of Marxism,
which is, in more than one respect—as Frederick Engels him
self once characterized it—"the child and heir of German
idealistic philosophy." In the long run, it certainly hopes to
emancipate human culture from all class determination, and
to free it for a fully autonomous development in a measure
achieved perhaps only once before, namely in Jewish history.
Fascism, too, has found inner justification in its reassertion
of the national totalitarian culture as opposed to the present
materialistic abuses of cultural accomplishments.^ Jewish
youth, in particular, will have to understand that in a wellordered society, everyone may enjoy the benefits of school
education until the age of eighteen and of adult education for
the rest of his life, and that the differences in formal training
should mean little in regard to one's economic status. On the
other hand, it must learn to appreciate the opportunity of
obtaining higher education for its own sake as a privilege and
as a road to a richer, though not more "abundant, life;
richer undoubtedly in both happiness and sorrow, but hence^
really worth living.
_
.
A certain measure of Jewish economic restratification will,
nevertheless, remain imperative. Here again Jewish com- \
munal leadership is confronted with grave responsibility. It
must give up its%erennial policy of "muddling through," lay
down a farsighted program for a period of years, and pro
vide the means? necessary for its realization. Such a program
is particularly" needed to combat anti-Jewish discrimination,
public as well as private. As far as the Jewish share in the
steadily expanding civil service is concerned, the measures
taken must be primarily political. While perfectly aware of
the dangers of overactive participation in high official func-
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tions, Jewish leaders will nevertheless try to protect the rights
of their coreligionists in the lower ranks of bureaucracy. To
what extent and how, prominent Jewish individuals, called to
serve in an exposed position, may reconcile their duty toward
the state with apprehensions of provoking anti-Jewish demon
strations, must be left to special consideration in each particu
lar case. The oft-cited example of Germany is inconclusive,
since German anti-Semitism was the cause rather than the
effect of the agitation against the high Jewish government
ofEcials, whose number was by no means excessive. One might
also adduce the contrary, more plausible evidence of Soviet
Russia, England and Italy, where the distinguished services
rendered by Jews to the state have, at least thus far, not been
rewyded by wholesale condemnation. But self-imposed mod
eration and restriction of Jewish pugnacity and careerism in
public life will doubtless accrue to the benefit of all. Wherever
governmental discrimination is in evidence, however, it is to
be publicly combated. The use of the "Jewish vote," as a
"'means of self-defense, is not to be shunned on account of
possible aspersions. At any rate, incidents such as occurred in
the Kings County Hospital in New York, in 1927, where three
Jewish internes were steadily abused by their fellow physicians
("once they were dragged out in the middle of the night,
bound, gagged, ducked in a bath-tub of ice-cold water and
otherwise maltreated") must be resisted to the utmost.
Much more difficult is the struggle against discrimination
in private corporations. So-called education of public opinion,
reiterated apologias and fostering of "good-will" are not likely
to have lasting effects. Really promising is only such voca
tional and character education of Jewish youth that the tech
nical and personal qualifications of Jewish candidates should
strongly appeal to the self-interest of the employers. True,
it may require long and intensive efforts to enable the average
Jew to attain such superior qualifications as an employee, i.e.,
as a part tof a large organizational body, as those which he
had attained as an independent merchant. Psychologically,
the individualistic and collectivistic springs of the Jewish per
sonality, nurtured from Judaism's checkered career, are about
evenly divided. The conviction that the Jew has a native
disposition for commerce, is derived from the limited historical
experience of Slavonic and German-speaking countries, where
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the bulk of Jewry has resided for centuries. There, for abso
lute self-preservation, the Jews had to cultivate their mercan
tile talents, and the "hereditary" superiority of the Jewish
merchant is, by and large, undeniable even today. In the
Near East, however, where the Jews always had other than
commercial opportunities, the old adage that it takes two
Jews to beat one Greek, and two Greeks to beat one Arme
nian, is to be supplemented by the frequent observation that
the individual Arab merchant is no less shrewd than the Jew
ish. Neither has Jewish commercial hegemony or predispo
sition been proved in the Anglo-Saxon or Latin countries.
The only exception is medieval Spain, where the Jewish mass
settlement and special historical and social circumstances
(Spain's mediating position between Christendom and Islam,
the long lack of a powerful Christian middle class, etc.) op
erated in favor of Jewish commercial predominance. With ^
increasing state control, on the one hand, and the tendency
to create ever-more-powerful trusts in private business on the
other, the adaptation of the Jew to the subordinate, but no
less important, functions of an employee, becomes a matter of
life and death. And "therefore choose life" (Deut. 30:19),
is the old divine injunction which the Jewish people has always
found it possible to obey.
It is proof of this amazing vitality that German Jewry in
the very first months of the Hitler regime embarked upon the
ambitious venture of economic readjustment of its youth.
Such an impressive program of Berufsumschichtung in the face
of tremendous odds should be emulated, under more propi
tious circumstances, in other countries. In Germany everyone
is aware that the main emphasis must be laid upon men and
women below thirty and, in particular, upon those between fif
teen and twenty. In America and elsewhere, however, more
attention may be paid to children below fifteen, since the pres
sure is less immediate. The generally easier transition from
one occupation to another in the younger countries makes also
the case of men over thirty less hopeless, especially since the
suspicions against middle-aged and older men, so rampant in
the reckless 1920's, have in part given "way to a juster appre
ciation of their steadiness and conservative expertness.
However, is not economic normalization in itself a danger
to Jewish survival? There are, indeed, prophets who predict
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the disappearance of the Jewish people soon after its loss of
those economic peculiarities which have maintained its separa
tion from the rest of the world. The Marxian conception
of history, especially, furnishes many arguments for such a
conclusion. Did not Marx himself foretell that with the dis
appearance of the "civil society," the Jew will likewise disap
pear
Many Marxist writers have gone beyond their master
in trying to prove that the Jew has always been merely the
outgrowth of a society built upon vendibility (production and
exchange of'"merchandise") and that, with the establishment
of a socialist order, no room would be left for either Jews or
Judaism. Otto Heller's shallow distortions in Der Untergang
des Judentums may be cited as an extreme illustration of this
school of thought. Every serious student of the Jewish past,
however, will recognize the futility of such facile generaliza
tions ; in fact, will repudiate the reduction of the vast and com
plicated Jewish question to any single issue. The Jewish peo
ple existed long before vendibility became the basic character
istic of ancient or' modern society, and, all dogmatic beliefs
apart, it should easily outlive that society. Economic normali
zation would doubtless remove much friction with .the outside
world, and improve the lot of the individual Jew. It might
thus weaken the undesirable negative forces of preservatipn.
But it would leave untouched the positive, ethnic and cultural
springs of Jewish endurance. The developments in the Soviet
Union may already be cited as an instance of how, jn contrast
to certain irresponsible publicists, the official builders of a new
socialist order necessarily reckon with the incontestable ethnic
reality of the Jews. The Trotskyite groups abroad include
in their program even more comprehensive plans for Jewish
reconstruction.
COMMUNISM OR FASCISM

From the political point of view, however, the communist
policy does not justify the belief that generally the proletariat
as a class is necessarily friendly to Jews. The revolutionary
Fourth Estate, in the early stages of its struggle against the
existing social order,,happens to cherish humanitarian ideals
and to champion equality for all men. But the Third Estate,
in Its own heroic revolutionary stage, also indulged in such
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lofty messianic hopes, although it tried to realize them in a
different manner. A proletariat in opposition staunchly sup
ports civil and political liberties, and becomes the chief protag
onist of the rights of the disinherited and oppressed peoples.
A proletariat in power is easily persuaded to abandon political
liberty and national equality for the sake of general econoniic
equality. The Russian experience has been too short to allow
for legitimate generalizations. The Soviet leaders themselves
readily admit that the present order is still far from com
munistic. They tenaciously cling to the hope that the dictator
ship of the proletariat which, with the imperfectibility of all
human institutions, strongly tends to become a dictatorship pf
bureaucracy over the proletariat and a dictatorship or an
upper clique over the rest of officialdom, will ultimately be
come unnecessary. With respect to the Jews, one may perhaps
discount their active antagonism to traditional Judaism and
to the Zionist and Hebrew renaissance as both part of a gen
eral antireligious policy and as the result of an accidental con
catenation of international developments. But so are the^Jewish minority rigHt?largely due to the specific historical circum
stances and to the*^ peculiar ethnic composition of the Soviet
Union. What may appear indispensable to the internal peace
in a country in which the largest single ethnic group, the Rus
sians, forms only 50.6 percent of the population, and the other
half consists of a conglomeration of most diverse races and
nationalities (the Jews, with 1.7 percent in 1930, were the sixth
largest nationality), may be superfluous, or even prejudicial
to the best interests of a more homogeneous proletarian state.
The peculiar national psychology of the Russians, moreover,
makes every generalization as to the behavior of the rest of
the world extremely hazardous. In no other powerful nation
is the humanitarian and cosmopolitan dream so profoundly
intermingled with the national yearnings, a blending which
offers some striking parallels to the Jewish reconciliation of
universalism and nationalism. Very unjewishly, however, Rus
sia, in her entire orthodox tradition, in her very Panslavism,
has always preached a violent brand of messianism. She was
ready to sacrifice herself for the benefit of mankind, but was
also prepared to subjugate it, if it should refuse to accept that
sacrifice. This idealistic streak in the Russian national char
acter, explaining so many perplexing antinomies, must not be
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overlooked in any attempt to dismiss lightly the historical ex
perience of centuries, that peasants and urban workers have
more often than not been hostile to their Jewish neighbors,
rurthermore, notwithstanding its violent explosions during the
last century, anti-Semitism has never sunk as deeply into the
consciousness of the Russian masses as it did, for instance
mto that of the German farmers and employees. Senator
Henry Berenger is quite right in asserting that "national so
cialism IS not a mushroom born through spontaneous genera
tion upon the disorder of the post-war period, but a new
most violent explosion of a very old sentiment, a mass explo
sion agamst Semitism" (In W. Simon's La Question juive, p.
01;. In the Russia of 1917, on the contrary, the almost total
absence of Jews before 1772, and thereafter their small number and sporadic appearance outside the Pale pf Settlement
rendered them imaginary rather than real persons in the eyes
of .the devout but kindly peasants of the interior. It has yet
to be proved that had Germany become communistic in 1919,
It would, for any length of time, have pursued with respect to
Jews a course similar to that of the Soviet Union.
Neither is, on the other hand, the fascist state, as such,
necessarily antagonistic to the survival of Jewry. The antiJewish preachment of German national socialism must not
conceal the fact that it is not necessarily the new social order
^ught by the Nazis that is overtly hostile to the Jewish people.
I his revolt of the German petty bourgeoisie would have had
an animus against the large Jewish upper middle class, even
If anti-Semitism had not had such deep roots in the tragic
past of German-Jewish relations. Ironically, it raged against
the Jews much more because they had furnished a number of
distinguished leaders to the proletarian groups (to the socialdernocrats, rather than to the communists) than in their ca
pacity of capitalists. But this is more in the nature of a his
torical accident, emanating from the rivalry between national
socialism and communism, in the bloody struggle for succession
after the long-expected_ downfall of the Weimar republic. In
this struggle the Hitlerites have long drawn their major finan
cial support from capitalist circles, and reciprocated by con
stantly toning down their anticapitalistic exhortations. Even
Jewish capitalists have been treated with comparative mild
ness. Ihus a movement which started out to destroy "Jew-
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ish" finance capital and "interest servitude," has concentrated
all its implacable ire upon middle-class Jewish doctors, lawyers
and shopkeepers.
Italy furnishes a classical illustration of a tolerant brand
of fascism, as far as Jews are concerned. Their very small
number (some 50,000 in a population of over 40,000,000)
may help to explain the relative insignificance of the Jewish
question on the Apennine Peninsula. However, the high posi
tion, in society and government, held by the Jews in the liberal
era could have aroused widespread resentment. Not only
were Jews of Italian birth found, among the prominent states
men, scholars and business men (to mention only the states
men, Isacco Artom, Luigi Luzzatti, Giorgio Sonnino; the
mayor of Rome, Ernesto Natan; the generals Giuseppe Ottolenghi, once minister of war, and Segre, the head of the allied
armies in Vienna in 1919; the scientist, Cesare Lombroso; and
the historian, Guglielmo Ferrero), but even comparatively re
cent immigrants had unquestioned opportunity to win distinc
tion in all walks of lifei A few of them obtained high-sound
ing noble titles; others became members of parliament; and
one, Schanzer, -served as minister of foreign affairs. There
have been at least 5 Jewish counts and 15 barons among the
Italian nobility. Even the fascist Senate has included 14
Jewish senators; the army, a few years ago, 11 Jewish gen
erals. General Rodolfo Graziani, second in command of the
Italian armies invading Ethiopia, and now, as viceroy, In
charge of the reconstruction of that vast colonial empire, ,Is—
If we are to believe recurrent newspaper dispatches—a pro
fessing Jew. A recently compiled incomplete list enumerates
over 200 Jewish professors and lecturers at Italian universities.
The concentration of almost one-half of Italian Jewry in the "
two cities of Rome and Trieste, their disproportionate share
in the liberal professions, and their comparative well-being,
could not pass unnoticed. The observation that almost every
tenth Jew, according to the census of 1910, lived on unearned
income, as against only
percent of such "rentiers" in the
general population, were likewise conducive to anti-Jewish
envy. An undercurrent of hostility against the ebreo, more
over, has always existed among the populace, which Is still
deeply imbued with the religious atavisms of sixteen centuries
of Catholicism. Anti-Jewish sentiments have become quite
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articulate in modern belles lettres, where Jewish types are
often depicted in a very unsyrnpathetic manner. Nevertheless,
the temperamental Italian masses have refrained from public
anti-Jewish demonstrations, and the fascist state has enacted
no discriminatory legislation. The promulgation of the Jew
ish community law in 1931 has, on the contrary, reestablished
the Jewish community as a body of public law with the right
of taxation, and has thus ended a long period of anarchy and
disintegration (cf. M. Falco, "Lo spirito della nuova legge,"
Israel, VI, 3-22). Some Jews actually hold positions of trust
and confidence in the fascist party and government.
Neither have the semifascist states of Yugoslavia, Turkey
and Poland pursued a uniform policy. Yugolslavia, like Italy,
has constantly maintained full Jewish equality of rights, adi
ing to it, through the reorganization of the communal system
in 1929, considerable religious self-government.
Kemal
Pasha's radicalism in totally recasting Turkish social and cul
tural life has played havoc with all traditional Turkish insti
tutions. One could not expect too much consideration for the
hereditary usages of the national minorities, or even for their
internationally guaranteed minority rights. But at least the
principle of equality has, by and large, remained intact.
The Polish administration under Pilsudski, facing a much
vaster and more complex Jewish question than those of Mus
solini, King Alexander and Kemal Pasha, adhered in principle
to Jewish equality, reestablished the Jewish community as an
-.effective organ of religious autonomy, and 'even championed
in international gatherings the Jewish right to Palestine, and
to fair treatment in all lands. If the new community law of
1931 appears in many respects reactionary and prejudicial to
Jewish unity, this is due to the influence of the ultra-orthodox
groups, rather than to the dictator's anti-Jewish animus.
There is, however, a great deal of governmental discrimina- tion in employment, taxation, the granting of public licenses
and concessions, the apportionment of cultural and educational
subventions, etc. While these administrative chicaneries have
been the cause of many just complaints, one must bear in mind
that the government has been subjected to constant pressure
from the fanatically anti-Semitic Right parties, buttressed by
the generally anti-Jewish seijtiment of the PoHsh middle class.
Its own deal with^Gerrii.any has likewise weakened the anti-
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Nazi forces in Polish society, and opened the country to a
large influx of Nazi agitators. AH attacks on Hitler, as the
head of a friendly state, are being suppressed, while rabidly
anti-Semitic pamphlets imported from Germany obtain free
circulation. With Pilsudski's death, moreover, the govern
ment feels much less secure and is more readily prepared to
sacrifice the Jews to the untrammeled hatred of their nation
alist enemies. Its lukewarm suppression of the widespread
acts of violence and its sponsorship in 1936 of an anti-slaugh
tering law, overtly aimed at a further reduction of Jewish eco
nomic, opportunities, have revealed its inner weakness. On
the other hand, apparently the only alternative given under
present conditions, viz., a national democratic victory and the
formation of an "Endek" government, would make the life of
the three million Polish Jews even more unbearable.
These contradictory attitudes, especially the diametrical
opposition in the two full-fledged fascist countries, Italy and
Germany, merely reflect the contradictions inherent in fascism.
, Having originated in overpopulated countries with too narrow
economic bases, it offers ample room for domestic economic
rivalries; but the totalitarian state insists upon the elimination
of class struggle. Being placed in a position which calls for
wise restrictions of further population growth, it cherishes the
ideal of military and economic expansion for which increasing
masses of soldiers and producers seem indispensable. With
respect to the Jews, Germany chooses the narrower path of
ousting them from their few but coveted economic posts to
make room for their Aryan rivals.. Italy takes the longer
view, buttressed by centuries of experience in the state capi
talism of the mercantilist age, that the Jews are valuable ac
cessions to the national productive power and, consequently,
to the real strength of the nation. Perhaps Mussolini, who
preaches war, but, at least in Europe, will always prefer diplo
matic and economic conquests, recognizes the value of a pacific
and industrious minority more than Hitler, whose constant
professions of peace, although not necessarily altogether in
sincere, cannot hide the inherent mil^tag^^^JSfazi govern
ment. The thirty odd thousand Jew^wowwi decorations
for distinguished service during the World War, have not
sufficiently placated the suspicions concerning the pacifist and
internationalist heritage of the Jews. Economic realities,
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however, reassert themselves, even in overzealous Germany
and various decrees of the cabinet ministers for Economics
and the Interior, Schmitt, Schacht and Frick, were issued to
preserve, at least temporarily, Jewish big business. Whether
and how soon these economic and expansionist considerations
wiU put an end to the excesses of racial and nationalist frenzy
^ It is too early to judge.
Communism and fascism contain one common element of
danger, however. Both stress the power of the state over the
individual m a way which cannot but be prejudicial to the
millennial nonpohtical people. Concentrated state power, to
be sure, has not always, been detrimental to the Jews Quite
apart from the ancient autocrats, Cyrus and Darius, the Ptole
mies, Caesar and Augustus, who dealt mildly with their Jewish
subjects, the princes and statesmen of the western absolute
monarchies were the prime movers in attracting Jews into their
erritones and m offering them new and vast opportunities.
The enlightened despots of the seventeenth century knew
how to utilize the ingenuity and the resources of their "courtJews for the task of erecting the modern state, against the
stiff resistance of medieval corporations. The emphasis upon
state power in the twentieth century, however, has many ominous aspects. Enlightened absolutism coincided with the indi
vidualistic commercial revolution and the Reformation, which
benefited also_ the Jewish individual. Contemporary trends
are all essentially anti-individualistic. In the period of the
rising bourgeoisie the Jews shared in the' general emancipa
tion of the middle class, and the princes appreciated their
services and rewarded them with a certain measure of protection._ We now witness a general decline of the middle class
and Its growing and inescapable proletarization, while no class
nor government seems actually interested w the preservation
or Jewry. Communism, with its messianic dream of the ultimate disappearance of all states, is at least theoretically less
mimical to the stateless ideals of Judaism. But(fascism,'yorifymg the state above all human institutions, well-nigh apotheosizing It as the absolute being, eternal and omnipotent, seems
Th- I
with the Judaism of the last two millennia.
Ihis holds true not so much, as some rhetoricians assert, be
cause the Jewish people are intrinsically sworn friends of
democracy and parhamentarism. It existed long before these '
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systems became the fetishes of civilization, and will exist long
after civilization may have adjusted itself to their absence.
If fascism were nothing but "order, hierarchy, discipline,"
which Mussolini has contrasted with the ideal of liberty, the
Jewish people, with its living memories of a successful medie
val synthesis of authority and liberty, would have little reason
for anxiety. Neither is the erection of the corporative state
in itself so gravely prejudicial to the best interests of Jewry.
Although it is a far cry from the long and slowly growing
medieval estates, those truly fraternal communities of blood,
faith and destiny, to the artificial vocational estates of fascism,
the Jewish people might stand to gain just as much as to lose,
were it to be reconstituted as one of the new corporations.
But it would have to be once more a corporate body OK a par
with all other corporations, not an extraneous part of a totali
tarian intolerant entity. The Jewish people suffered persecu
tion and martyrdom for two thousand years, because thej
tried to maintain their identity outside of state and territory
They neither'could nor would lose themselves now in the many
hostile and mutually exclusive jingo-patriotisms, and sacrifice
themselves on the altar of the new type of "imperial worship."
Despite the Italian Jewish fascists, the Zionist Revisionists,
the orthodox supporters of the Pilsudski regime, the German
Vortrupp or Naumann, one cannot view, without the gravest
misgivings, the prospect of reconciliation between Jewish
ethics and the glorification of sacro egoismo, between Jewish
messianism and relentless militarism, between the Jewish af
firmation of "powerlessness" and the fascist deification of
power.
At this juncture there arises another menacing question;
Will nbt the age-old intolerance of the national state toward
the Jews reassert itself once more? The nineteenth-century
attempt to reduce Judaism to a creed only, and to allow the
ruling ethnic groups completely to absorb the Jews in all other
respects, without the crudity of enforced baptism, appears to
have definitely failed. Are the outbursts of anti-Semitism in
Germany, which has elevated ethnic homogeneity to the place
of an all-pervading social and political philosophy, merely a
beginning of a long chain of developments toward dissimilation
and disfranchisement? Will other states, similarly national
istic, likewise despair of the feasibility of absorption, and
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insist on peremptory dissimilation, and, perhaps, ultimate
elimination ?
The answer to these perplexing questions evidently depends ^
on one's general convictions concerning the future of national
ism and internationalism in the Western World. It has long ,
been recognized that abandonment of assimilation logically •
leads to Jewish minority rights, except in that extreme Zionist view which looks forward to Jewish survival exclusively
in Palestine. But minority rights can hardly be expected in
a national state, where the Jews are the only minority. In
England, France and Italy, and even in the United States,
that vast national state in the making, the Jews neither could,
nor in their overwhelming majority would, claim constitu
tional safeguards along the lines of the minority clauses in
the peace treaties. If Germany, on the other hand, ulti
mately recognizes the Jewish minority as a legally constituted
corporate body, the Jews will dearly pay for that privilege
with the permanent loss of constitutional equality. Even the
states of multiple nationality, we have seen, have for the
most part defeated the purpose of these international guar
antees.
The only power which has thus far prevented their com
plete breakdown is the League of Nations. However timid
and ineffectual have been its attempted interventions, however
openly defiant are the most serious transgressors, Germany
and Poland, the League has held on steadfastly to that new
international principle of mutual -ethnic-cultural toleration.
This is not accidental, and one may, indeed, find therein merely
another instance of the operation of the historical law, often
referred to in this work. Just as in the early Roman Empire
a measure of equality could be combined wjth extensive Jewish
autonomy only through the strenuous efforts of the super-national power of Rome, so also today only a League of
Nations or another such international body may insist upon
a similar equilibrium between equality and minority rights.
Even the short postwar perspective permits the conclusion that
international intervention alone may sustain this great positive
achievement of the peace treaties and, through the gradual
^ extension of the minority rights to all ethnic-cultural groups
in the world, eliminate a constant source of friction in our
civilization.
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The idea of an international solution in this avidly national
istic age may seem futile and visionary. Nevertheless, so
many world-wide issues, political, economic and social, confront
mankind, issues which can never be solved on a purely national
basis, that human reason is bound sooner or later to renew
its cooperative endeavors. One may also frankly believe that,
after this period of extreme nationalism, the inherently in
ternational forces fostered by technological discoveries and
growing facilities in transportation, will obtain the upper
hand. We are perhaps now witnessing the climax of national
ism, its last excessive flare-up, which may leave behind a trail
of ruin and disaster, but which will eventually give way to a
new, superior human unity. (There may be some intermediary
stages. One may easily visualize at first "ultra-imperialistic
rivalries between large economic and political areas, such as
the British Empire, the Soviet Union, the United States of
America, possibly the United States of Europe, etc. Such a
rearrangement of forces would still be prejudicial to world
peace, but it would nevertheless mitigate the raging national
ist conflicts of our day.) Of course, such internationalism
would foster rather than destroy healthy and positive nation
alism, and merely eliminate Its present destructive aspect, the
nationalism run amuck, which has distorted one of the most
beautiful loyalties of the human soul into a contagious mass
madness. It is an international body such as the future League
of Nations, a League much more perfect In its composition
and efficacious In Its operations than that which bears this name
today, which would be able to deal also with the complex Jewish problem and to devise for it a satisfactory international
solution. Apparently, equality combined with autonomy of a
sort, will remain the best method of mitigating at least the
political difficulties arising from an extraordinary historical
phenomenon, in regard to which "many sagacious minds have
doubted'whether it can at all be explained In a purely human
way" (W ilhelm von Humboldt, G.S., X, 97).

The affirmation of internationalism by the Jews is thus dic
tated by sheer selfish Interest. But it is also deeply ingrained
In their psyche through the millennia of their peculiar and,
on the whole, successful reconciliation of ethnic allegiance
and international aspiration. Neither the anti-Semitic de
nunciations of Jewish humanitarianism and of the supposedly
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implied lack of patriotism, nor the still more ludicrous insinu
ation that the Jews try, by controlling the main international
agencies, to reach out for world domination, will deter the
people from continuing the historic procession toward their
messianic goal. Fearful Jews will bend their heads in silence,
when national chauvinism renders the profession of a universalist credo little short of treason. Courageous and upright
Jews will openly cling to their ancient ideals of peace and the
brotherhood of man. They will soon find out that the humani
tarian hope,_ though suppressed and almost outlawed at times,
is, like patriotism, deeply rooted in the human soul, and will
always reassert itself after periods of repression. And if there
ever will be a moment propitious for a truly universal inter
nationalism, it is most likely to come in the historic era now
dawning upon us, notwithstanding, and perhaps because of, the
present outbursts of the nationalist mania.
From this point of view, an interterritorial Jewish repre
sentation also appears to be a historical necessity. The din
'of controversy over the merits of convening a World Jewish
Congress at the present time and over the programmatic or
tactical shortcomings of its sponsorship, must not blind us to
the indispensability of an organ entitled to speak with au
thority in the name of world Jewry. One may not believe in
Jewish unity in action; one may, in particular, doubt the wis
dom of organizing such a body at a time when other inter
national organizations face their hardest struggle in years.
But that preparations must soon be made for creating a mouth
piece to render articulate the wishes of the masses, however
dissonant these may be, and pave the way for an ultimate
international solution, appears unavoidable, unless the present
analysis is grievously mistaken.
Still more controversial is the Jewish attitude to the com
munist movement. One often hears, even from the lips of
non-communisf youth, that since the world now must choose
between fascism and communism, the Jewish people as a whole
ought to align itself with the forces of the radical Left.
These summary counsels appear both rash and impractical.
Quite apart frorn the question of individual .conviction, which
would make it difficult for many religious Jews to choose the
least of several evils, anti-Semitism, totalitarian absorption, or
godless" suppression of Judaism; apart from the serious, im
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mediate dangers which would threaten the Jewries of the
capitalistic countries, such an alliance would be unnatural, and
consequently dangerously insincere. A people, consisting in
its overwhelming majority of members of the middle class,
with practically no sickle to match the hammer, with the very
hammer swung mainly by master artisans and would-be capi
talists, with legions of unproductive beggars and "lumpen''proletarians (the "great unwashed"), such a people identifying
itself In its totality with the mortal enemy of the bourgeoisie,
i.e., its own most destructive class enemy, would be an unheardof paradox. Not even the Hegelian-Marxian-Lenlnlst mas
terly reconciliation of antitheses, nor the history and theology
of the Jewish people, however rich In polarity of coexisting
antinomies, would allow for any more than a temporary tac
tical understanding, to be followed by rupture of truly tragic
dimensions.
_ _
_
,
n 1• "
Of course, many Jewish individuals will continue nocking
into the communist ranks. Workers and intellectuals, dis
inherited and idealists, will furnish ever-new recruits^ for the
revolutionary army, despite all anti-Semitic denunciations and
all warnings of Jewish leaders. The present social order has
become so untenable that the term "revolution, formerly
uttered in a whisper and almost cause for criminal prosecution,
has become the fashionable watchword of statesmen and rulers.
Revolutionary change will appeal especially to Jewish youth,
filled with hereditary passion for social justice and deeply dis
contented with the existing conditions. The progressive pro
letarization of the Jewish middle class, in particular, constantly
broadens the revolutionary base, and may ultimately create
conditions in which communism will find Its positive economic
justification. For the time being, however. It would merely
serve as an afterthought, an escape or dialectical toy for par
lor communists, or, at best, as a supplernentary weapon or
secondary line of defense with other main issues at stake.
All signs seem, nevertheless, to point in the direction of an
ultimate victory of socialism, although it will probably be
socialism of a new, as-yet-unpredictable kind, greatly differing
from its present Russian models. The Jewish leaders will do
well to lay the ground for the necessary political and economic
readjustment of their people to such a new social order. Those
who cherish democratic and liberal ideals may hope for a com-
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promise along the lines of social democracy or the American
Natmna Recovery Act (N.R.A.). But unfortunatX Se

new social order will eventually emerge from the chaos of the
first half of this century, the anti-individualistic strains of
planned economy and the authoritarian state will find the Jews
at a disadvantage. Just as the antagonistic medieval develop
ments placed them in a strategic position at the advent of the
early capitalistic and individualistic era, so have emancipation,
free competition and liberalism, in our age, although in them
selves favorable to Jewish enterprise and achievement, weak
ened their position in the new era of regulation and control,
the new "medievalism" which seems to be dawning. It is
futile to shed tears over the "Paradise Lost" of the liberalistic
age, over the individual liberties which have disappeared in
both the fascist and the communistic countries, and which
threaten to vanish everywhere. The Jewish people and their
leaders must lose no time In fruitless lamentations, but rather
should turn to a realistic and farsighted policy of adjustment.
One must not, under any circumstances, allow emancipation,
or theoretical equality, to become a fetish, and to spend all
available energies In Its defense. The frequently heard iden
tification of the German governmental discrimination with
the Dark Ages, is highly misleading. It has been pointed out
here in various connections that during the European Middle
Ages, the Jews belonged to the privileged minority of each
country and that consequently, in comparison with the majority
of Christians, modern equality was for them a relative (though
by nj^eans absolute) loss. The recent policy of the German
government making the Jews alone subject to numerous disa
bilities, presents a considerable new lowering of status, rather
than a repetition of medievalism. "A mere perusal of the basic
privileges of medieval Jewry (enacted by Henry IV, Frederick
I, Frederick II, etc.) and of the recent Nazi laws reveals the
difference between a primarily positive and constructive and a
purely negative type of legislation" (S. W. Baron, "Germany's
Ghetto," The Independent Journal of Columbia University,
Nov. 15, 1935). In short, not emancipation versus medieval
status, but emancipation versus an unprecedented, exceptional
status has become the paramount issue.
It is an altogether different question, whether or not. the
fascist or socialist state will eventually break up into corpo
rate estates, with specific social and economic functions and
with complementary special politicolegal rights and duties.
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pared foe a-hard struggle, not only in Germany and not only
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Should this occur, the national minorities may likewise per
form peculiar functions of their own, and obtain a peculiar
standing in public law. The Jewish group, preserving its
religioracial integrity, in that strictly corporate society, may,
in this hypothetical case, also be placed in a peculiar legal
position. Such an arrangement need not violate the funda
mental equality of all citizens; it merely would interpret
equality in a less mechanical fashion. A repetition of the
Middle Ages on a higher plane, with the Jews having their
own corporate^ status, not necessarily inferior to that of the
other corporations, might then become imperative. In other
words, a revocation of emancipation for the sake of corporate
reconstruction, with the Jews reasonably well treated, could
hardly be rejected. A revocation of emancipation, with the
sole aim of degrading the Jews and of satisfying the appetites
of competitors or sadists, is an aberration of the human
mind which is to be deplored and vigorously combated.
This evolution is, of course, by no means certain. Should
the Marxian dream of classless society actually come true, full
dernocratic equality might coexist peacefully, with a rigidly
socialized economy. The extension of the franchise and the
introduction of the secret ballot by the Soviet government in
1934-35 undoubtedly were steps in that direction. The new
Soviet constitution of 1936 has the earmarks of one of the
greatest constitutional experiments in history. State capi
talism on an international basis, with the formation of inter
national trusts and with international settlement of inter
nal disputes, may likewise lead to the retention of democratic
liberties in a regimented system of production and distribu
tion. In either of these events, which many would dismiss as
little short of Utopian, the Jewish people would have to under
go no less radical adaptations. The concentration of all ener
gies upon the maintenance of the present form of equality,
even if successful, would secure purely imaginary rights, to be
discarded on the slightest provocation. After all, it was
primarily the new equalitarian structure of the modern state
which had irresistibly postulated emancipation in the last two
centuries. The merit of Jewish leadership largely consisted
in accelerating its pace, and in reducing to a minimum the un
avoidable difficulties of adjustment. Similarly, the task of
leaders today is not simply to cling to the cherished achieve-
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ments and ideals of the past, but to explore' the nature and
the implications of the coming type of society and state, and
to find ways and means to diminish the sharpness of the in
escapable collision between the new forces and the present
Jewish community.
At any rate, Jewish leaders must not allow the growth of
anti-Semitism to place them wholly on the defensive. A few
years ago the struggle for emancipation, even though devoid
of its original messianic enthusiasm, still offered a worth
while objective for Jewish activists. In nonemancipated com
munities they fought desperately to obtain such equal footing
as their conception of justice and the economic pressure of the
Jewish masses imperatively demanded. In other lands, much
ingenuity and considerable material resources were spent on
aiding these warriors, politically and financially.
The later
struggle for minority rights, although much more contro
versial, likewise released powerful energies. So did Zionism
in its heroic attempt to transform Jewish life from within
and to regain through colonization a motherland for the en
tire people. The gravest danger today is that sheer defense
against anti-Semitism, increasingly absorbing the attention of
the people, may foster negative rather than creative forces.
One must also bear in mind that anti-Semitism is essentially a
disease of Gentile peoples, and only non-Jews acting on their
own unsolicited initiative may effectively eradicate it. A suf
ficiently large non-Jewish group of upright and intelligent citi
zens, seeing in anti-Semitism a threat to their own interests
and ideals, may muster sufficient strength and persistence to
cut off the hydralike heads of the anti-Semitic monster, nour
ished from the self-replenishing springs of racial and reli
gious, social and economic bias. But the Jews may in vain
spend all available communal energies in conducting a cam
paign in which, although the main objects, they would play but
a secondary role. If anything, the fruitless efforts of the Ger
man Centralverein and, for that matter also, of the nonJewish German League for Combating Anti-Semitism, should
serve as a warning, while Zola, Picquart and their a'ssociates in
the Dreyfus affair may be cited as shining examples of the
pffectiveness of an intrinsically non-Jewish crusade.
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JEWISH COMMUNAL PLANNING

to the dominant nationality. It is enough to realize that much of what
appears so very important today is not so important; do not imitate,
nor court, nor hide. The use of the German language is a utility and
nothing else.

The main emphasis of Jewish leadership must shift toward
a deliberate and detailed constructive program of action.
Reference has already been made to the categoric necessity
of Jewish economic planning. Even more important are the
more peculiarly Jewish aspects of communal and religious
^ reconstruction. Mankind at large can offer merely external
solutions, whereas the inner developments of the Jewish spirit,
the continued ^^preservation of a separate Jewish ethnic and
religious entity, on positive rather than negative grounds, will
^ largely depend upon the Jews themselves. The great crisis
of emancipation must be met with extraordinary measures.
The present process of transformation of Jewish life being
speedier and further-reaching than any other since the days of
the First E^^ile, the necessary adaptations will have to be as
profound as were those after the first fall of Jerusalem.
A novel compromise will have to be reached between as
similation and ethnic preservation. Today both appear
absolutely inevitable and, for the majority of Jews, also per
fectly reconcilable. By assimilation is not meant here that
type of opportunistic self-alienation, often contrasted with
Zionism, which allows one's life to be determined by "utili
tarian rather than ideal motives." Neither is it the equivalent
of the visionary idea that the Jewish people will disappear in
the near future because they will have fulfilled their religious
mission. It is much rather the constant and inescapable ab
sorption of outside ideas and the adaptation of outside pat
terns, which, if illumined by conscious approval, lose much of
their incidental harmfulness. It may also be called a new
synthesis between Judaism and humanitarianism, or else be
tween Judaism and the various western cultures. The insin
cerity and obnoxiousness of much of the old type self-negating
assimilation has now been widely recognized. The friendly
counsel of Otto Flake to his German Jewish friends, written
several years ago, deserves to be heeded also by Jews of other
lands.
One must not try to be German at all costs, if after all one is not a
German—9ne_ must courageously step over the boundary. The primary
task IS to fashion the future and not to entertain an unreciprocated love
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One may disagree with this low estimate of language, but
the fact that the American Jews speak English, indeed in
creasingly speak nothing but English, clearly reveals both the
strength and the limitations of their progressive "Americani
zation." Gone is the optimistic naivete of the early 1900's,
which led to the belief that, were mass immigration to cease
and the immigrants to learn English, the Jewish question
would resolve itself in the general brotherhood of the nascent
American nationality. "Americanization" in the old sense
is speedily nearing completion. More and more Jews are
actually American-born and have thoroughly grown into the
American atmosphere. Now begins their much more arduous
task of synthesizing American (and not Americanized) cul
ture with their own Jewish heritage. American Jewry has
a great opportunity, implying also a great obligation, to con
tinue along the line of their ancestors in Hellenistic Egypt and
the caliphate, in Spain, Italy and Holland and more recently
in Germany, and to build on solid foundations the new and
spacious edifice of American Jewish culture^ It may not be
too rash to hope that this new amalgam will prove more en
during, and exercise more lasting and beneficial effects, than
any of the earlier attempts, All the aspersions cast at socalled double allegiance by narrow-minded provincials cannot
prevent the Jews from feeling that in their innermost being
they simultaneously belong to two worlds, to the vast Ameri
can nation as well as to the interterritorial Jewish people.
Judaism has long ago demonstrated to the world that a na
tional and a universal religion may be happily blended into
one living ethnic reality. It is perhaps its greatest mission
today—if one may call mission, the setting of an example
through the sheer force of circumstances rather than deliber
ate preachment—to vindicate the general validity of its ex-/
perience and to prove that internationalism and nationalism
are truly and profoundly complementary. No one suspects
incompatibility between the love of one's family and that of
one's country. So shall we learn to appreciate the legitimacy
of "dual cultural allegiance" in a civilization in which frag-
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ments of various ethnic groups are thrown together, through
the growing interpenetration of world-wide political and eco
nomic forces. International public law has already come to
recognize the existence of numerous sujets mixtes, who owe
political allegiance to two countries simultaneously, an alle
giance which in the case of armed conflicts must lead to em
barrassing and even tragic complications. How much more
\ justified is a general recognition of dual nationality in the
\ethnic and cultural sense, which, in its very essence a positive
and constructive force, leaves no room for serious discord!
In short, the universal approval of concentric loyalties (fam
ily, community, county, province, state, federation of states)
must be extended to include also many intersecting loyalties in
a vast and complex world, with its shrinking distances and its
growing necessity of mutual toleration.
If this vital reconciliation of assimilation and separation
, proceed in an orderly and least harmful way, it presupposes
vigorous communal leadership. Under the impact of indi
vidualism, the decline of autonomy and the withdrawal of
state support for the enforcement of its will, the Jewish com
munity has suffered severe losses both in outward prestige and
inner authority.^ The few rays of glory that remained after
the legal emancipation, were dimmed in the general metamor
phosis of Jewish life, concomitant with its concentration in
metropolitan areas. In some countries, such as France and
Belgium, the Jewish denomination was converted, through
consistories under rigid state supervision, into a sort of statechurch. It was a paradoxical combination, indeed, for nonpolitical Judaism, and it accrued to the benefit of the state,
rather than, of the Jewish community, which obviously was the
weaker partner. To some extent these shortcomings came to'
the fore in all other modern communal systems under the
sanction of public law. In the preemancipatory community,
public law compulsion had greatly strengthened ,the natural
ties of that true confraternity of blood, religion and economic
interest. Some of the most beautiful flowers of Jewish auton
omy (the Council of Four Lands, for example) blossomed in
the rough clime of external enforcement, springing from the
ruthless fiscal policies of the state. But the modern commu
nity, although profiting from its status as an agency of public
law with respect to its budgetary situation and its vastly ex
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panded range of activity, has not required constant coopera
tion with its membership. In the large cities, especially,
thousands of Jews became mere communal "taxpayers," whose
only interest in the community often seemed to consist in
schemes of tax evasion. Some, especially very wealthy, mem
bers oflicially seceded from the community for no other rea
son than to save expense—a procedure which, after the
liberalization of the community laws in Prussia, became so
obnoxious as to provoke the ire of Bismarck and his conser
vative associates. In the United States, on the other hand,
as well as in prefascist Italy, in France since 1906, etc., the full
independence of each congregation, although undoubtedly con
ducive to keeping alive the members' interest in congregational
affairs, became coresponsible for a state of anarchy not to be
found in any other sector of Jewry. The four million Ameri- ^
can Jews have only slightly more than three thousand organ
ized congregations, embracing in their aggregate membership
but a minority of the people. More, only about one-fifth of
these congregations belongs to ohe of the three central unions
of the orthodox, reform and conservative groups, although
(or rather because) these unions exercise merely a minimum
of authority over the constituent organizations.

Radical change now appears to be facilitated by the rise of
the universalist tide, even more than by the anti-Semitic on
slaught. The community, to be sure, cannot expect to become '
an authoritarian body, since it necessarily lacks the state's
power of enforcement and even its religious sanctions have
lost much of their former vigor. In contrast to the monarchi
cal forms under Islam, it has maintained its essentially demo
cratic (or, at its worst, oligarchic) character throughout the
European Middle Ages, and it is hardly going to submit to
dictatorship today. Even limited autocracy, exercised by a
few powerful and wealthy chiefs, would be just as harmful
today as it was in eighteenth-century Holland or Poland.
Party politics, on the other hand, which have in recent decades
envenomed Jewish public life, especially in Palestine, Ger
many and Poland, have clearly demonstrated the unrea
sonableness of blindly imitating the forms of democratic or
parliamentary government in totally different religious and
ethno-cultural domains. (Cf. also Baron's "Historical Cri
tique of the Jewish Community," JSSQ, XI.)
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The resolution of these difficulties seems to lie in the restoration, under a novel and appropriate form, of the medieval
I equilibrium of freedom and authority and of central and local
j organization. Authority may perhaps best be. restored by
V reassigning the position of leadership to rabbis and teachers,
_^hich largely depends, however, upon the transformation of
jhe rabbinate from a purely "religious" into an all-embracing
communal institution/ Such transformation can only take
place in conjunction with the other structural changes in Jew
ish religious life which will be discussed presently. As to
centralization, the time seems speedily approaching when the
deep antagonisms between the older and newer immigrants,
between the Sephardic, German, Russian, Polish and Galician
Jews, and even between orthodox, conservative and reform
Judaism will give way to a new superior unity of "American
Israel." More and more Jews are born and bred in America,
more and more of them associate in business and pleasure and
intermarry; increasingly also, do they face common hostility
and discrimination. The edge of conflicts carried over from
the Old World and the halcyon days of early Reform becomes
blunter from day to day. 'Soon communal ventures, such as
a renewed agitation for a unified New York Kehillah, will
encounter much less resistance than they did only a few
years ago.
In centralizing a metropolitan community or an entire
country, one must leave, to the individual "cells" their inde
pendent and characteristic life. Even if it should be proved
beyond peradventure that a federation of charities, for ex
ample, actually succeeds in collecting more contributions than
the sum total of all previous, disorganized donations, one
must not disdain the great communal and cultural value of
decentralized bodies which foster the active interest of
numerous honorary officers and sometimes even of the muchharassed individual contributors. There is a great deal of
truth in the old Jewish saying that he who gives a thousand
shekels to a thousand recipients has fulfilled the command
ment of charity in a higher degree than one who gives the
same amount at one time. A somewhat novel constitutional
experiment will have to be made, to allow for both the uncurtailed vitality of even the smallest association, and for strong,
though self-restrained, powers of supervision, coordination
j
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and consultation of the central agencies. The relations be
tween the various types of communities and the National
Council in Palestine and, partly, between the communities and
the Board of Deputies in England, approximate perhaps more
closely than any other in contemporary Jewish life such an
ideal equilibrium.
Charity and social work have been used here as classical
examples because, especially in America, they have long focal" ized most of the communal endeavor. The various factions
in American Jewry found in the struggle against misery and
disease a common ground, where their differences in religious
and social attitudes were less disturbing. Charity and social
work undoubtedly will also in the future remain, to reecho a
popular apophthegm of two millennia, one of the three pillars
upon which the Jewish world is built. While in essence, like
the struggle against anti-Semitism, a defense against social
(and natural) evils, it positively fosters human devotion and
loving-kindness, and ennobles many personal relationships.
Of course, this presupposes more intimate and discreet con
tacts between donor and recipient than is possible in our
mechanical civilization, where most human relations have
been dehumanized'~^nd replaced by an effective, but often
cold and impersonal, organizational machine. Neither are
the frequently harmful effects upon the recipients to be lightly
dismissed.
You cultivate beggars [thundered Herzl, in addressing the great bene
factor, Baron Maurice de Hirsch], it is characteristic that in no other
people do we find both so much charity and so many paupers as in the
Jewish people. ... It is charity which pauperizes our national char
acter. [Taffebucher, I, 22.]
The growing realization, moreover, that society as a whole
is coresponsible for its disinherited, shifts the empha,sis from
individual and denominational relief to public social .work
of state and municipality. Nevertheless, numerous functions
of a more constructive nature will have to be left to denomi- ^
national agencies. As far as the Jews are concerned,^ even
the few fields of communal endeavor previously mentioned,
such as regulated migration, farsighted population policy and,
especially, vast economic planning and restratification, will
tax all the capacities of their existing and future social-service
agencies.
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Equally constructive efforts are needed to uphold the_tffoH[
oth^r traditional pillars' of Judaism: study and worship. H
Jewisn'edtlCStion once again looms large in all programr"of
communal activity. Apart from vocational instruction and H
guidance in preparation for agricultural and industrial work, I
much greater stress must be laid upon character building, a fl
major phase of which will consist in making Jewish pupils fl
conscious of the worth of their heritage. To reduce the
number of "inverted Marranos" and to eliminate many tragic fl
conflicts in western Jewish youth, which necessarily affect their B
general morale, it is imperative to instill in them the feeling 9
that, through both knowledge and emotional yearning, they X
•Wholeheartedly affirm their Jewishness. The educational goal M
must accommodate itself to the growing universalist demands, w
. From exclusive emphasis on the development of personality, il
it must be shifted toward fuller integration of the individual
in the group and in society at large. An effective Jewish educational system, taking care of children, adolescents and adults, §
thus increasingly becomes a categoric necessity. Conditions,
as they now prevail, for instance, in the United States, are |
truly deplorable. According to a survey of 1926, only 138,658 J
pupils attended any kind of Jewish school, the majority being
enrolled only in so-called Sabbath schools. "To deceive Jews
into believing," pointedly writes ^Rabbi Solomon Goldman, ^
"that their children are being educated at the Sunday School,
or that the Sunday School is in any way adequate as a solution J
of the problem of Jewish education is to be downright dis
honest" (A Rabbi Takes Stock, p. 18). The average attend
ance of these pupils, moreover, was only two years. Adult
<
education, outside of the orthodox group, notwithstanding its
encouraging developments during the last few years, is still
in its infancy.
Let no one contend that intensive instruction in Jewish
history and literature, added to the general course of studies
in primary and secondary schools, would place too heavy a
8
burden upon Jewish youth. Granted that the demands of
western education may be further increased, most Jewish
pupils under proper guidance and with an intense desire to
;
preserve their intellectual and emotional integrity, ought to
be able to do justice to both. Such an all-inclusive educational
>
program may even become instrumental in shaping certain v ^'
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new pedagogic methods. That this hope is not to be relegated
to the realm of fancy, is borne out by one of the most extended
and successful experiments in educational history, the two
thousand years of Jewish communal education. Judaism has
once before, under the stress of its peculiar needs, performed
a great pioneering service in popularizing education, making it
accessible to and obligatory for every person, and in elevating
it to a focal position in all matters of public policy. The new
type of Jewish education, evolved to meet the new emergency,
may also incidentally become a significant contribution to
human civilization.
Of course, the nature of the new educational system is as
yet unpredictable. It may, however, achieve its aims' much
more effectively, if it continues along the historical line and
tries to impart sound knowledge of Judaism and its historical
sources, in the light of really basic trends in western civiliza
tion, rather than if it presents superficial syntheses with
ephemeral fads, or adopts the "newest" pedagogic methods
propagated by sanguine "up-to-date" educators. In order to
duplicate the millennial achievement, moreover, adult educa
tion must once more become a matter of principal concern.
The general economic and Intellectual trends of our age greatly
facilitate the task, inasmuch as they secure also to Jewish
adults the enjoyment of prolonged periods of leisure. The
progressive transformation of masses of Jewish shopkeepers
and artisans into employees and wage earners, however harm
ful in other respects, gives them the benefit,of steady reduc
tion of working hours. What appeared in the talmudic and
medieval legislation as a semi-utopian postulate, namely that
each and every adult Jew devote one-third of his day to study,
may easily be realized now, when the weekly hours of labor
are being reduced to forty or less. The Jewish community
must wake up to this new opportunity and task, and devise
ways of utilizing the mighty energies so released, to its own
and its members' best advantage.
To adult education In our age belongs also the dissemination
of good Jewish books, journals and newspapers. Hebrew and
Yiddish publications, in particular, ought to be much more
Intensively supported by the community at large than Is now
the case. The efflorescence of the Hebrew renaissance In
Palestine must not be allowed to wither in the oppressive
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provincial atmosphere of an island in a sea of indifferent nonHebraic Jewry. The Diaspora needs the light which emanates
/from Zion; but Palestine, too, though increasingly independ
ent, will always profoundly react to the intellectual response
of the millions in dispersion. The prophets now composing
advance obituaries for Yiddish, may for a long time prove as
wrong as those "clear-sighted" matter-of-fact men of the last
generation who discounted all possibilities of resurrecting
Hebrew, the "dead" language. The Yiddish press, in particu
lar, a mighty organ of Jewish public opinion in the United
States, Poland and Russia, shows no signs of the approaching
doom which has been so frequently foretold in recent years.
No one will deny that the~ progressive Americanization,
Polonization and Russification constantly diminish the use
of spoken Yiddish. However, the Yiddish press may for a
long time to come replenish its ranks from the growing mass
of newspaper readers, and from those who get into the habit
of reading more than one paper a day. In the din of con
troversy, it often appears as if Hebrew and Yiddish were
deeply inimical forces, and one had to choose one, to the ex
clusion of the other. If such a sad choice were really indis
pensable, one might certainly argue in favor of Hebrew, not
only on account of its more glorious past, but also of the
greater promise it seems to hold out for the future, and per
haps even of its present more universal function in world
Jewry. Fortunately such a decision appears unavoidable only
to the chauvinist Hebraists and Yiddishists, of whose mutual
hostility the central organs of the community at large must
needs steer clear.
The increase both in number and quality of the newly ap
pearing books of Jewish,interest in the vernacular, and the
rising circulation of Jewish weeklies and dailies, though not
devoid of the well-known modern danger of overproduction
of literary mediocrities, is a sign of greater vitality. Through
proper guidance and the support of serious-minded scholarly,
literary and artistic societies and publishing houses, communal
leadership might help raise the standards and stimulate the
interest of the public. Only such a very broad program of
adult education would prepare the ground for that great new
synthesis of Judaism and western culture, whereby to meet
the unprecedented intellectual and religious crisis. This task.
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of course, will be accomplished primarily by a few creative
men of genius. But such men do not arise in a vacuum. They
spring out of the living consciousness of the people, to whose
inarticulate yearnings they lend definite form and substance,
and whose intensive response, favorable or unfavorable, they
in turn need, like oxygen for breathing.
Education, and especially adult education, becomes more
than ever before also the major task of Zionism. With the
progressive shift of its center of gravity to Palestine, the
movement must undergo a thorough reorientation in the
Diaspora. It need no longer appeal to Jews to go to Pales
tine; there are more candidates available than the country
can possibly admit. Neither is the collection of funds, how
ever necessary, more than of incidental consequence in a move
ment which went out to rebuild Jewish life on new foundations.
Besides, investing capital in Palestine now has a sufficient ap
peal to the profit motive, and consequently loses its previous
attraction as a means toward the realization of a great na
tional and social ideal. It is, indeed, too easy nowadays to be
a Zionist.
Zionism which began as a passion of the poor [says Buber], now some
times appears as if it were to become a hobby of the rich. Woe unto it,
if it so becomes! {^Kampf um Israel, p. 402.]

In order to regain its hold on Jewish youth, it must fill
itself with new meaning. While it evidently cannot give up
colonizing activities and intrust them to the (much too in
dolent) non-Zionist half of the Jewish Agency, it must justify
them to Jewish youth by unflinchingly upholding the universal
social import of the Palestinian venture. It cannot give up
its political negotiations with the Mandatory Power, but it
must seek to refute the lingering suspicions of aiding British
imperialism by sincerely trying to reach an understanding with
the Arabs, however tremendous the odds. A thorough famili
arity with the life and culture of the Arab neighbor, hitherto
sadly neglected, is undoubtedly a preliminary to such an under
standing. The courses in Arabic, Panislamism, etc., recently
opened by the workers' council in Jerusalem, and the work of
the Oriental Department of the Hebrew University, certainly
are steps in the right direction. Apart from these two prima
rily political functions, however, until recently the alpha and
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omega of the Zionist Organization, it must concentrate upon
really constructive cultural work in the Diaspora. After the
establishment of the Jewish Agency, Chaim Weizman, once
leader of the "cultural" Zionists, encouraged the hope that,
the tasks of realizing "practical" and "political" Zionism
being transferred to the new body, the old organization would
turn primarily to promoting Diaspora culture and to propa
gating the pure Zionist ideal. Regardless of the failure of
the Agency to fulfill this expectation, the world organization
must'add a bold program of this kind to its older aims; it
must do so, one feels, if it wants to survive its present incon
testable crisis. A broad educational program, with the main
accent on Jewish history and Hebrew letters, would not only
implant in Jewish youth that love of their people and apprecia
tion of their heritage which seem so indispensable to true
Zionist allegiance, but also promote close intellectual coopera
tion between the Diaspora and Palestine, which alone can
save the unity of world Jewry. By attracting ever new re
cruits, it would also fill the gaps left in the ranks of Zionist
youth by the departure of its most active, gifted and devoted
members, who hasten to join their fellow pioneers in one of
the collectivistic settlements in Palestine.
This recurrent sapping of the Diaspora's best energies, on
the other hand, is most vital to Zionist accomplishment in
Palestine. It is comparatively easy to win a war or even
a revolution through superhuman but brief exertion. But
the upbuilding of a homeland over a period of many decades,
calls for such relentless perseverance of the entire people and
such indefatigable effort of its leaders and pioneers, that only
generations born and bred in the conviction of its inevitability
can achieve this goal. Strong reverberations of Jewish and
world opinion, moreover, are indispensable for maintaining
the necessary good will of the League of Nations and the
Mandatory Power. All flirtations with alliances with either
the Panislamic movement or the Soviets against Great Britain,
are, under the present circumstances, little short of suicidal.
The mere insistence upon the British pledges, on the other
hand, leads nowhere. In the long run, only Great Britain's
self-interest, buttressed by the pressure of a powerful and
sincere public opinion, will determine the British course out
of the present difficulties. Diaspora Zionism, especially of the
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propagandist and "cultural" brand, is now, if ever, an abso
lute necessity.
THE FUTURE OF RELIGION

The great structural changes in the synagogue must like
wise include a gradual return to its educational rather than
its devotional functions. Outwardly, this focal institution of
traditional Judaism has shown an astounding tenacity, even
in the midst of the great crisis. The very depression of the
last few years has affected it, externally at least, to a smaller
extent than perhaps any other vital organ of the community,
not only in countries where it enjoys the protection of public
law, but also in the United States. Although no statistics are
available, it seems that Jewish."congregational losses did not
exceed those of the Christian churches, which, in the years
1929-33, amounted only to one in 2,344.^ This, compared with
one American bank in five, and one private hospital in fortyfive, which were forced to shut their doors. The income of
the individual congregation may have dropped considerably
(on an average probably somewhat more than the 40-50 per
cent, in most Protestant churches), but they have carried on.
In fact, from the purely religious point of yiew,^ the cessation
of the previous trend toward overexpansion is not wholly
regrettable. While entailing much temporary hardship, it may
have helped check the more serious dangers of the pro
gressive externalization of worship. If the excessive syna
gogue construction of the 1920's had at least fostered the
development of Jewish architectural and decorative arts, if
it had contributed certain new elements to the creation of the
oft-postulated specific Jewish style,^ or else if it had, by en
hancing the beauty of the ceremonial, evoked a greater reli
gious response among the congregants, one would have no
quarrel with it. In fact, however, it merely diverted the
attention of lay and ecclesiastical leaders from more impor
tant congregational tasks, to contributing and collecting money
for the benefit of builders and bankers. This overemphasis
on- money, incidentally, lent undue prominence to the wealthy
members, and completely shut out the poor from exercising
influence on congregational affairs. Some congregations re
sembled plutocratic clubs, rather than humble and equalitarian
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houses of worship, and outside class divisions were paradoxi
cally carried over into the domain of a religion which still
publicly prided itself of its millennial preachment concerning
the equality of all Jews before God. That is why today con
gregations defaulting in their interest payments on mortgages
and those (one hears that such exist) which are run by their
Jewish or even Christian mortgagees, interested in their carry
ing on until times improve, certainly are a sad, but not alto
gether deplorable, spectacle.
'' The externalization of the synagogue's functions has many
other aspects. The recent tendency to convert it into a kind
of community center to satisfy most social and communal needs
^ of its membership, although fully in line with the medieval
and perhaps ancient tradition, tends, under modern conditions,
to emphasize its external to the detriment of its intrinsic val' ues. It is one thing to serve as a "house of the people" (Jer.
39 :8) in a Jewish commonwealth or a medieval ghetto, and '
quite another to do it in a modern emancipated and more or
less assimilated community. Wherever religion, law^and life
are so profoundly weldeJ together as in medieval Judaism or
Islarn, the synagogue or mosque can easily be opened to every
activity, no matter how individual or private, because each act
• of man is placed under the sanction of religious law. The
secular interests of the modern Jew, however, which he shares
with the other citizens, irrespective of faith and nationality,
Vhave no bearing whatever upon his Jewishness. That is why
a business contract between two Jews, written in Hebrew and
with a view to settlement of all litigations before a Jewish
court, could properly be Concluded on the premises of the
synagogue. A modern swimming pool or dance hall remain
wholly extraneous, however, except, perhaps, in Palestine or
in the case of an associated specifically Jewish sports organiza
tion. Whether or not the inclusion of such otherwise innoc
uous diversions among congregational activities commends
itself because they incidentally attract young folk to the other,
more religious functions, is to be decided in each particular
case on grounds of congregational policy. However, they
must never be allowed as a substitute, in any sense whatsoever,
Jfor the two really vital tasks of the modern synagogue: wor
ship and education.
Traditionally, education ought even to surpass worship.
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One ancient teacher, paraphrasing the words of the Psalmist,
proclaimed that "the Lord loves the 'gates' of houses distin
guished in learning more than those of synagogues and school
houses"; and another declared, with the obvious assent of his
audience, that "from the day that the Temple was destroyed
the Holy One, blessed be He, has nothing in his world, but the
four ells of the Halakah" (Ber. 8 a). The abandonment of
Hebrew prayers by Reform temples has removed one of the
means of imparting knowledge of the original sources, and the
incentive to acquire more such knowledge. Even in the ortho
dox congregations, the wholesale omission, often on puristic
grounds, of piyyutim, those didactic poems which had expressly
been composed for the purpose of conveying pertinent iniFormation, has considerably weakened the educational import^
of the Jewish prayer book. The general tendency to shift the
responsibility for the divine services from the congregation to
the rabbi, as unnatural in Judaism as it is in Protestantism,
both of which reject the Catholic distinction between laity and
clergy, has even more substantially diminished the instructional
value of worship. A new reform of the Jewish ritual will
have- to explore carefully all the possibilities of restoring its
old intellectual, as well as emotional appeal. Beautiful and
touching prayers, in their daily repetition, undoubtedly strike
a responsive chord in the heart of those who recite them. But
their power is greatly enhanced if their full significance^ is first
to be assimilated through int^Iectual exertion, and if 'they
evoke ever-new associations with other texts or theological
doctrines acquired in the course of prolonged study. The
sermon of a great rabbi may stir the emotions of his audience
to religious frenzy (although such is rarely the case with the
overcritical modern Jewish audiences, which are more fre
quently entertained than moved), but the effect will quickly
evaporate in the cold atmosphere of our_ mechanical civiliza
tion if no more lasting intellectual curiosity is simultaneously
awakened. Only such curiosity might induce a part of the
worshipers to endea'^or to digest what they have heard, by the
process of paraphrastic rethinking, and to obtain further
clarification. The "enlightened" critics of the nineteenth^ cen
tury made a grievous' error in underestimating the emotional
value of the Halakah. Law and mysticism, rationality and
irrationality, never seriously clashed in the living texture of
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Of .course, the crucial question remains: what is the future
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of religion generally and of the Jewish religion in particular?
It is not science and the new discoveries, we have seen, nor
even religious indifference which appear as the main enemy,
but rival "religious" trends. Among these, the proletarian
"godless" creed of the Russian communists, and the resur
rected paganism, especially of Germany, threaten all estab
lished denominations; while secularism, under the guise o
nationalism, beclouds particularly the future outlook of re
ligious Judaism. Since secularism, however, has thus far
shown little vitality outside the proletarian parties, it may
properly be discussed in conjunction with the general com
munist menace to the traditional forms of religion.
Students of the new Russian mentality are amazed at the
persistence of the old religious springs of Russian sectarianism.
Dostoievski, Tolstoy, and the more strictly "orthodox' writers
of the czarist past, may be relegated by the Soviet government,
in part or in full, to limbo. The identity in style (though not
in content) of Bolshevism and the former official, as well as
heterodox, religious currents appears undeniable. The paral
lel with primitive Christianity is perhaps even more striking.
Should the communistic world revolution prove ultimately vic
torious, the future historian might easily cornpare the struggle
of the rich and multicolored liberalistic civilization of our day
against the onslaught of the Russians, with the^ losing battle
of the advanced, philosophical and tolerant individualistic
Graeco-Roman world against the poor and bigoted eastern
"barbarians." With the Marxian "gospel" and Lenin s
"epistles," the adepts of the new creed threaten to submerge
the variegated pattern of western artistic, literary and scien
tific achievement in a maze of homilies and exegetical con
troversies. The contrast between the technically crude, often
downright primitive, art of the Soviets^ (as shown at the
biennial international exhibitions in Venice, as presented in
the music of Shostakovich, and the fine mass scenes of the
Russian motion picture), and the sophisticated, elaborate,
often technically perfect, but increasingly artificial and mane
western creations, offers striking comparisons with the vic
torious march of primitive Christian art through the centers
of exhausted Hellenistic civilization. The endless anathemas
of the warring factions outside Russia, where alone the new
church-state is able to suppress the Trotskyist and other
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"heresies"; the deposition and banishment of some of the most
prominent leaders of yesterday, frequently in the name of
the only "true" interpretation of a passage in Marx or Lenin,
are too obvious parallels to have remained unnoticed. When
the editors of a scholarly organ, such as the Zeitshrift (issued
by the Jewish department of the White Russian Academy of
Science) express in the foreword to the fourth volume their
regret for the "opportunistic mistakes" and the "pure acade
mism" in which they had indulged in the previous issues, one
cannot help seeing therein the replica of an ancient recantation.
Voltaire may be right in saying that in his day men "ceased to
speculate on the nature of free grace and began to speculate
on the price of grain"; but in the intensity of their factional
strife over theoretical economic issues, they have often shown
"religious" fanaticism equal to any of the partisans of Arius
or Athanasius.^ Did not Marx himself, in the Poverty of
Philosophy, poignantly describe the economists as a new brand
of theologians,
who also establish two kinds of religion. Every religion but their own
is an invention of man, while their own religion is an emanation from
God. [Page 191.]

To speak, under the circumstances, of a permanent contrast
between socialism and religion appears decidedly unwarranted.
One may easily argue, on the contrary, that a victory of work
ers and peasants would secure the supremacy of a social class
which had for millennia belonged to the staunchest supporters
of organized religion. The recent professed atheism of the
proletarian parties, even if accepted at its face value, is ex
plicable in the light of the historic alliance of the ofEcial
churches with the socially conservatory forces. But in essence
religion has often been as revolutionary a force as any. The
proletariat undoubtedly has more deep-rooted religious lean
ings, it has learned more humility and courageous acknowledg
ment of life s tragic burden, it has developed a deeper sense
of social solidarity, and recognized more readily the value of
authority and discipline, than the individualistic, free-thinking,
often unnerved bourgeoisie of our time. There was a profounder justification for the antireligious upheaval in middleclass Enlightenment and religion of Reason than for the
godlessness of contemporary communism. If these historical
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parallels are at all instructive, the conclusion seems not alto
gether unwarranted that the present atheist outburst in Russia
is by no means the last word in the checkered history of Rus
sian sectarianism.
The Jewish religion, especially, bears all the earmarks of
potential adaptability to a new socialist order. To be sure,
Jewish bezbozhniki belong to the most radical opponents of
their inherited religion. Throughout the world, Jewish athe
ists, middle-class as well as proletarian, have been quite vocif
erous for decades. As far back as 1878, Aaron Liberman,
the first Hebrew-writing socialist, on being asked in court for
his religion, replied, "I am a^socialist." Fritz Mauthner, even
before the World War, suggested that the main task of the
"chosen people" today appears to be the setting of an example
for life without a god. Less flippantly, a few Christian critics
have accused the modern Jew of aligning himself with either
Spinoza or Marx. They were all misled by a small, but
articulate, minority. The profoundly religious Jewish masses
of eastern Europe and the Near East and even the considerable
group of pious Jews in the West, either wholly escaped their ^
attention or were dismissed as mere relics of the past. The
inherent strength of an ancient ethnic religion, buttressed by
traditions of social justice .and communal solidarity, easily
detachable from the present social order which it has not cre
ated, and with proved elasticity in adjusting itself to chang-,
ing wants, has been much too readily overlooked. The re
ligion of a minority, in many countries lowly and oppressed
and everywhere powerless, has also much less to fear from
the transfer of power from one class to another, than other,
more power-approving and state-dependent churches. The
moral passion, moreover, so characteristic of both Judaism
and the new social revolution, has been so deeply ingrained
in the Jewish soul that it permeates with equal intensity the
sermons of generations of devout rabbis, Katzenellenbogen by
name, and the Cupitul of their "atheistic ' descendant Marx;
the writings and addresses of Trotsky and Max Adler, who
recriminate against each other's "talmudistic arguments ; and
of Disraeli or Durkheim, who "has rewritten the Talmud in
sociological terms." A "this-worldly" religion which has not
relegated salvation to the Hereafter, but has constantly striven
for the betterment of the human race in this world, appears
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quite likely to reemerge, after a period of confusion and groping, in a new synthesis with the forces of humanity, whatever
they may turn out to be. Jellinek once rightly compared
Judaism s millennial growth to the, geological formations of
the earth, in which every new stratum merely covers, but does
not remove, the older layers. It is consequently to be expected
that the new ' tertiary" stratum will retain its unmistakable
identity with the primary'* biblical, and **secondary" Phari-f
saic-rabbinic, religion. Of course, in many ways, it may as
profoundly differ from Pharisaic Judaism as the latter differed
from the ancient Israelitic creed.
j
The specter of a recrudescent heathen Germanic religion, ^
on the other hand, need not trouble the Jews too seriously.
They undoubtedly would suffer from it indirectly. The abandonment of Christianity by a great people might initiate a
more general reversion to pagan standards. Such a relapse
would then gravely jeopardize the harmony between the nonJewish world and the professing Jews, no matter in what stage
of evolution their own religion might find itself by that time.
Even a Christianity purified of the Old Testament, a resur
rected Marcionism, might reduce the Jewish God in the eyes
of their neo-gnostic neighbors to a mere demiourgos, to an
artificer of this imperfect and -wretched world. There are
enough signs that polytheistic as well as dualistic forces are
again operative against the prevalence of "Jewish" monothcr
ism. The new extreme worship of power and the search, to
quote Professor Ernst Bergmann, for an "antidote to the
effeminate demoralizing ethics of Christianity, which like some
sugared poison has eaten into the hearts of men" {New York
Times, March 11, 1934), cannot but be prejudicial to the
equally "effeminate" ethics of Judaism. The very idea of
Schopfungsordnungen, widely adopted now even in Protestant
circles in Germany, preaching,eternal inequality between man
and man as willed by God, greatly enhances the belief in the
irremediable inferiority of the "non-Aryan" races. Judaism,
however, seems on the whole to be safe against the incursion
of such doctrines. Just as, two thousand years ago it staved
off all attacks of prepotent paganism and successfully resisted
the influx of gnostic and dualistic conceptions, so qlso in our
day this menace appears comparatively shght. The muchdebated elimina£tion of the Old Testament would thus be harm-
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ful to Jews rather than to Judaism, and to Jews much less
than to Christianity.
The repudiation of the Old Testament [wrote the prominent theologian,
R. Seeberg, in the early years of the Nazi agitation], ultimately turns
against the God of Jesus Christ. It is the uprooting of all Christianity.
[Antisemitismus, Judentum und Kirche, p. 30.]
That is why the Jews may largely leave the combating of these
tendencies to Christian leaders. Their problem is their own
atheism, rather than polytheistic or dualistic nonconformity.
Should this atheism, however, help them to search their inner
most hearts and induce them to make a fresh start toward a
reformulation of their old religion, then the beautiful words
of Franz Rosenzweig might really come true, "To him who
invokes God with the double prayer of the believer and the^
unbeliever God will not deny himself."
HISTORICAL-HALAKIC REFORMULATION
A thoroughgoing reformulation it certainly must be.
Judaism has often been praised for its great adaptability to
the needs of every age. The gradual modification of Jewish
thought and mode of life frequently had so strong a cumu
lative effect as to alter completely the physiognomy of the
Halakah. One need merely compare the Law of the Penta
teuch with that of the Mishnah to realize how revolutionary
the transformation had been. A comparison of the Mishnah
with the Babylonian Talmud, on the other hand, instantly
reveals to what extent Diaspora Jewry had divested itself of
Palestinian traditions and supplanted them with new institu
tions growing out of the life in Exile. A superficial glance at
Maimonides' enumeration of the 613 commandments, suffices
to convince the reader of how far the Jewish religion had trav
eled since the biblical period. In this list, rendering the tal
mudic reinterpretation of biblical law, about one-half appears
so obsolete as to claim practical attention only after the coming
of the Messiah. The other half is for the most part either
so thoroughly revisefd, as to appear wholly unrecognizable
from the standpoint of an ancient Israelite; or else it repre
sents certain general religio-ethical teachings (such as most
of the Ten Commandments) common to many human creeds
and by no means characteristic of Judaism. A large bulk of
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talmudic law, moreover, professedly has no biblical foundation
at all. While Maimonides admitted, in his Book of Precepts,
that an ordinary Jew may have no occasion at all to comply
with more than 60 of the 248 positive commandments; that
a. woman may be satisfied with the fulfillment of but 46 of
them; and that many laws have become altogether obsolete,
I. S. Reggio could, from the standpoint of nineteenth-century
orthodoxy, speak of 10,000 valid commandments. Of course,
even this archopponent of Reform could not possibly prove
the origin of most of these laws in the Bible without confusing
the hermeneutic interpretation of the rabbis with the simple
meaning of Scripture. (Cf. also the very pertinent remarks
in the introduction to Aaron ha-Levi's thirteenth-century code,
the Sepher ha-Hinnuk). From a historical point of view, the
most important religious institutions of talmudic and medieval
Jewry are, in the main, creative innovations of the postexilic
age—to mention only the synagogue, ,the public school, the
rabbinate, the type of holiday observance, and many kinds of
prohibited food. They may all have precedents in the Old
Testament, but their focal importance in,' Jewish life was due
exclusively to the Pharisaic and rabbinical restatement of the
entire body of Jewish observance.. Even the difference be
tween the Babylonian Halakah and that of the sixteenthcentury Shulhan Aruk are much more extensive than-one would
be inclined to believe, in the face of the medieval rabbis' re
current professions of unlimited adherence to every word of
the Talmud. That these differences are not larger still, is
mainly due to the analogous social background of both, which
necessitated but minor adjustments.
In modern Jewish life, however, orthodoxy has not demon
strated the same elasticity. The tempo of change during the
emancipation era has been decidedly too fast. Orthodox Jew
ry's mass concentration in eastern Europe, where more or less
stable social conditions, reminiscent of ghetto life, have long
prevailed, likewise accounted for its resistance to radical ad
justments. But now that emancipation has begun to make
inroads also into eastern Jewish life, the conviction rapidly
I spreads throughout the Jewish world that major changes are
unavoidable. Gradually the rhythm of adjustment may be
quickened, as leaders realize better the profundity of'the crisis
and its historical significance. Everybody agrees that .prac-
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and its conservative, undemocratic practice, has served to acLntuate rmbority character. With the growing conviction,
therefore that a tolalitarian ethnic assimilation can no longer
be expected, the Reform movement has itself been searching
for Sw ways of adjustment. There is an undeniable senti
ment abroad that the time is ripe
.^e
Reformation " The discussions m the 1935 session of the
CeS Conference of America'n Rabbis clearly revealed the
wide gap between the theological thinking of our day and that
embodied in the Pittsburgh platform of half a century ago.
Indeed the distinctions between the advanced groups o^^stern orthodoxy and conservative Judaism, and the right wing
of Reform, have increasingly been obliterated in point of ideol-
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ogy, under the impact of the unifying forces released by
both Zionism and anti-Semitism. Differences in ritual are con1 staritly diminishing. More and more Jews see themselves
bound to disregard orthodox law, but are unwilling to give
up their emotional and intellectual allegiance to Jewish tradi
tion. At any rate, the nineteenth-century struggle between
orthodoxy and Reform has long passed its heroic stage, and
IS now carried on^ by force of inertia rather than out of vital
necessity. To think today of a reunification of all religious
forces of Jewry on a common basis, is certainly no longer as
Utopian a dream as it was half a century ago. In America, for
example, the trend toward the reestablishment of catholic
* Israel,^ to use Schechter's well-known term, becomes more and
jmore irresistible.
This does not mean that Judaism is likely to develop, in
the near future, such a uniform and all-embracing philosophy
of life as that which it possessed in the Middle Ages. The
geographic, political, economic and social divergences in world
Jewry must find their counterpart in a variety of cultural and
religious patterns. The major cause for divisions, however,
lies not so much in the disparate views on religion as in the
struggle between the religious and nonreligious forces. If
a. permanent schism is to be prevented, the official Jewish re
ligion must possess as vast a Tatitude as is consistent with that
minimum of loyalty without which no organized religion may
^persist. It must also meticulously avoid laying down any
dogmatic credo which would instantly crowd out all who
cherish different convictions. Judaism has for centuries suc
ceeded in dispensing with an accepted system of dogmas,
and mamtaining its integrity without a Dogmatik (to use
Rosenzweig's distinction), if not necessarily without a num
ber of dogmas. This is still more imperative today when,
with Jewish life changing so rapidly,, Judaism can ill afford
the luxury of sectarian strife. Reflecting the transitions in
Jewish society, the Jewish religion 'svill necessarily long remain
m flux. In the meantime, the major adaptations will have
to be left primarily to the "creative genius of the masses."
Only after several generations will the people be ready for
^ that new definitive formulation, the new Shulhan Aruk of the
twenty-firsf or twenty-second century, which we have hypothetically postulated. •
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Even then it may again be a real Shulhan Aruk, a new
halakic code. Those who, witnessing the generations of pro

gressive • decline of religious observance, pronounced the
Halakah dead and buried, mistook individual laws for the
legal system as such. Even if most existing commandments
and prohibitions were to be discarded, the Halakah as a way
of Jewish life would still remain intact. All attempts of
Reform to "spiritualize" Judaism, merely tended to blur the
distinctions between the Jewish and the Christian religions,
and thus to estrange the masses who had always been attracted
to Judaism as a mode of living, rather than a religious philoso
phy. No amount of philosophic preaching, or historical
instruction can substitute for the elaborate system of folk ways
and traditional observances which has heretofore maintained
the identity of this religlo-ethnic group, tfalakah, taken in
this widest sense, can easily adapt itself to a new theologj^
Should Judaism decide to discard its present superannuated
conception of God and change It, as it has done on previous'
occasions, to one more suitable to the philosophic tastes of
the coming generation, it could still cling to many of its folk
ways, after modifying some of them. One may venture, per
haps, the paradoxical assertion that a reconstituted '^ga
ghetto community, consisting exclusively of atheists, may still
adhere to most regulations of Karo's Shulhan Aruk, while
expurgating those- few passages which refer directly to behef
in a personal God, a thorough reformulation of which .is
undoubtedly demanded by a machine age. If fear really were
the foremost creator of gods. It would no longer be the ani
mistic fear of personal beings, but that of the Impersonal
crises, such as result from business cycles, inflation, wars and
other "inescapable" social developments, which would now
call for a theology centered around an Impersonal Cause^ of^
causes." Folk ways, however, the slow growth of centuries,!
generally reveal a greater tenacity and more easily adapt
themselves to the changing conditions than do metaphysical
The restoration of an authoritative Halakah is evidently
going to be stimulated by the rise of the new authoritarian
social forces. The acids of philosophical relativism in the
past, the counterpart to the abstract representation of relative
values through money in the capitalist era, have long under-
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mined the validity of all social regulations, unsupported by
state power. So will the forthcoming, apparently more
strictly regimented, social order tend to reintroduce absolute
evaluations and to strengthen the long-neglected human pro
clivities to discipline and voluntary obedience. Together with '
' the Halakah, medieval Jewish scholasticism, as well as mysti
cism, is likely to assume a new living significance, as does,
j for example, Neo-Thomism in the Catholic world today. Just :;j
\ as Catholicism today, preaching in the main the gospel of the
I medieval authoritative Church, is everywhere on the offensive
against the receding individualistic and liberalistic forces of ^
later Protestantism, so one may expect a further resurgence
of the halakic (combined with the scholastic-kabbalistic) type
of Judaism against the hitherto prevalent individualistic re! formatory trends.
The new Halakah, however, will have to differ from , the
old not only in details, but in its fundamental methods. The
terrific pace of modern transformations and the depth and
extent of the present crisis in Judaism, preclude the possibility
of another successful application of the traditional way of
^ reinterpreting older scriptural authorities. No midrashic reinterpretation of this type would be able to retain the identity,
however superficial, of the older and the newer meaning. For
example, it is one thing to extend, over a period of centuries,
the significance of the three biblical injunctions: "Thou shalt
not seethe a kid in its mother's milk" (Exod. 23:19, etc.), to
include cooking, eating and all other uses of any kind gf meat
and milk, and then to amplify this prohibition by innumerable
casuistic regulations; and another thing to interpret it away
altogether, for a generation which balks at this particular
restraint. We would have to turn back to the early Diaspora
rabbis of the Pharisaic age, who invalidated entire sections in
biblical and even pharisaic law by declaring them applicable
exclusively to Jewry in Palestine, in order to find prototypes
for such leadership. To understand the far-reaching signifi
cance of this distinction, one need only imagine a modern
parallel and assume that a synod of contemporary rabbis,
working within the framework of the Talmud, should decree
that a large body of law was valid only under preemancipatory
conditions, but might now be discarded in countries with full
legal equality. The Reform rabbis who attempted such a two-
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fold interpretation saw themselves speedily forced to reject
altogether the authority of tradition. A new experiment
the lines of scriptural reinterpretation, moreover, would be
immediately frustrated through the widespread basic disbelief
in the revealed character of biblical law. Less and less are
Jews inclined to accept a regulation simply because it is a
"decree from heaven," when their reason revolts against it.
The methods of readjustment, found adequate for "^o^e
than two millennia, thus no longer appear satisfactory. We
have to go back to that first great crisis in early postexilic
times and revise the methods then adopted. While it is too
early to judge as to which novel ways will eventually be fo lowed, the bare contours of a new road seem^ to emerge from
the mist of present uncertainties. ^ To put it in a nutshell: the
interpretation and reinterpretation of the history of the
people, a kind of historic Midrash, is now to serve as a
guidance for the future. A new divine book has opened itself
before the eyes of the faithful: the book of human and Jew
ish destinies, guided by some unknown and unknowable ulti
mate Power. This book, if properly understood, would seem
to answer the most perplexing questions of the Present and
the future. It is over the exposition of this historical Scrip
ture" that sectarian controversies are already raging, and are
likely to grow more intense and sweeping. The historical
study of Judaism has long cut across all factional divisions.
If anywhere, it is to the satisfaction of this growing interest
in" the Jewish past, that all parties, conservative and Reform,
Zionist and communist, diaspora-nationalistic and assimilationist, have contributed their share. The very orthodoj^,
although soon sensing a dangerous rival, could not resist the
overwhelming trend of the "historical" age. It is in this fie
that the unity of Israel is still well-preserved. The sectional
and factional strife affects primarily the application of the
findings to the present, but much less the method of historical
exegesis and interpretation, and least of all the mere ascer
taining of facts.
Study and research in Jewish history, to be sure, have not
yet formed their own specific method. They still follow too
slavishly the general historical trends in the outside world, ^
not paying sufficient attention to the peculiar subject niatte^ ,
which calls for a peculiar kind of investigation. Even though
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western historiography has long passed the stage of Freeman s once famous definition, "History is past politics and
J n •
present history," it cannot yet do justice to this
7
ethno-rehgious, nonpolitical history. A profounder familmrity with the workings of the Jewish mind in
the past, with the logical categories, and the psychology
underlying Its halakic and exegetical type of thinking, would
help reestablish a sort of historical continiJty in this field like
wise, and would open the way for a truer understanding of the
Jewish past. It will perhaps be one of the major tasks of the
growing circle of scholars attached to the Hebrew University
creatively to reformulate, in the course of time, the methods of
e science of Judaism. (It is needless to say that this is not
a nationalistic denial of the universality of science, nor even
of historical science. It is merely a contention that within
the general frame of scientific method, there is room for ample
mTtter^r
specific needs of particular subject
^ cf
T
objection that the scientific, historical
study of religion has bften militated against true and intensive
religious feeling. The comparative study of religion, and
especially the investigation into the origin and development
of primitive creeds, has undoubtedly tended to unravel the
crude, ^hthonian origins of some of the -most "advanced"
religious conceppons. A more detached research into creeds
^ ^u"
®
"
frequently demonstrated to the
student the untenabihty of many preconceived notions fostered
by centuries of polemics and apologetics. It simply proved
at, were, for example, Pharisaic Judaism as deadly legalistic
s as o ten been asserted, it would have been "a religion of
corpses rather than of men of flesh .and blood. Rdigious
relativism and skepticism were thus fostered, to the detriment
of the naive belief in the revealed basis of one's own acceptances and rejections. Through sheer contrasting of various
ttitudes, of the on the one hands" and "on the other hands "
man often lost all power of decision and affirmation.
Ihese and similar other objections are superficially true
but contain the basic fallacy of overestimating the corrosive
influence of science and mistaking effects for causes. As a rule,
or™
have been ingrained in the investi
gator or reader long before he reaches his scientific conclu-
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sions. The relativistic trends of the modern age have been
much too overwhelming to allow the historical sciences to
cling to absolute values. The same scientific inquisitiveness
in a less relativistic age may lead to opposite results, and to
the support, by scholarly argument, of certain absolute beliefs.
Medieval scholasticism evidently was one case in point. Even
today, the moment men's emotions are really stirred, their
minds really bent upon a particular political, social or reli
gious aim, they readily place the increased power given by
kno-v?fledge at the service of these specific biases. Thus
Marxist, nationalist-romantic and Catholic conceptions of his- j
tory are just such modern reconciliations of absolute dogmatic ^
standards with the scientific ascertainment of facts and the
critical examination of sources. All of them doubtless may
appear prejudicial to scientific "objectivity," as postulated
by the relativistic historiography of the modern "liberal"
period. But, even granted that the prevalent standards of
liberal historiography, whose most rigid application the pres
ent author personally accepts, are more apt to satisfy pure
scientific curiosity, one may view absolute objectivity as an
unrealizable dream. Pragmatic history, the utilization of his
torical knowledge as a handmaid or, if one wishes, a "mother"
of life, possesses an independent justification.
The Jewish religion has little to lose and much to gain
from a thorough knowledge of the past. In the first chapter
.of this book an attempt has been made to demonstrate, in
complete independence of the present discussion, how much
the peculiar Jewish theism has always hinged on the contrast
of history and nature. To a "historical monotheism" the
buttresses of history must appear the more welcome, the
weaker the traditional theistic sanctions become in the modern
environment. In their subconscious, as well as conscious, his
torical feeling, modern Jews have much in common, both with
one another and with their ancestors. Through it, steeped in
their religious heritage, even agnostic Jews cannot escape its
transcending power. The description of Jacob Wassermann's
work, in a recent obituary, has more general validity, not only
for Jewish writers and scholars, but also for the inarticulate
majority. "He comprehended his work," writes the Frank
furter Xeitung, "as historiography in the deepest sense, as the
illumination of our time; he aimed at one's identification with
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the destiny of the period and demanded that everyone should
place himself squarely behind the truth which he had found,"
Such agnosticism approaches very closely, indeed, to the theism
of the ancient prophets. It is only through history that Jew
ish atheists may learn the significance and power of historical
continuity. Like natively unmusical persons before the beauty
of music, these irreligious Jews may bow before the historic
^
function of organized religion. They may thus resign them
selves to a community of life with their other, perhaps more
fortunate, compatriots, to whom the solaces of religion are
I open through a native or acquired emotional capacity. In
I short, it may not be presumptuous to hope that sucft an author
itative unity of historical reinterpretation, coupled with the
persistence of historically rooted folk ways (a resanctified
Sabbath, for example), m^y,.yet save the Jewish people from
internecine, schismatic warfare. In any event, however, a
larger or smaller "remnant" of Jewry would thus be safe
guarded to continue its historic procession toward its final
historic, i.e., messianic, goal.
However that may be, and whatever one thinks of the ulti
mate value of "history" for Jewish preservation, the road of
the Jew will long remain a thorny road. Our modern civili
zation,^ with its overemphasis upon comfort and the general
amenities of life, has made Jews and non-Jews alike a rather
easy-going lot. Especially in the boom years of prosperity,
life's tragic implications were much too easily forgotten. The
present generation, however, seems better prepared to face
the grandeur of profound joy and profound sorrow. Young
Jews, in particular, realize with growing intensity that, to
quote a popular proverb, "it is difficult to be a Jew"; but that,
at the same time, being a Jew may really have compensations.
Only a Judaism worthy of great sacrifice, and if necessary
hallowed by great sacrifice, now appeals not only to the active
pioneers on Palestinian soil, but to the myriads in dispersion.
"Every commandment," said an ancient rabbi, "for which
Israel have suffered martyrdom in a period of persecution
(e.g., idolatry and circumcision) is still strictly adhered to,
whereas every commandment for which Israel have not
suffered martyrdom (phylacteries, for example) has remained
of dubious observance" (Shabbat 130a). The positive prin
ciple underlying the animal (and human) sacrifices of the
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ancient religions still holds true for every full-fledged religious
allegiance, although their outward form has been rejected by
subsequent more "humane" generations. Just as every true
human love grows into permanence by unlimited mutual sacri
fice, so only one who is ready to sacrifice all for the sake of his
conviction, religious or secular, has truly taken hold of his
ideal in perpetuity. This is not a philosophy of ascetic abnega
tion nor a glorification of suffering as such. But the readi
ness for suffering, wherever necessary and the joyous
affirmation on all other occasions—this is perhaps the very
kernel of Jewish religious and ethnic survival.
"A NEW SONG"
If the preceding analysis is not altogether erroneous, the
answer to the searching question of our time is evidently given:
The Jewish people and their religion are going to survive the --present extraordinary crisis. The unique interlocking of Jew- ^
ish religion and nationality, in fact, offers even greater im
pregnability than the purely religious safeguards of the other
denominations. Just as, in the former religious-minded ages,
' the Jewish faith has often saved the Jewish nation from im
minent extinction, so will, in the present nationalist period, the ^
Jewish ethnos rescue the Jewish religion. Before our very
eyes, the neo-messianic hope, surging higher and higher toward
Zion, has tremendously fortified Judaism also in its momentous
struggle for survival in the dispersion. It is, nevertheless, the
first duty of leaders to try to alleviate the sufferings incidental
to the new adjustments and to shorten the period of trial and
error. Through extensive economic planning, they must help
to restratify and redistribute the people on a sounder basis,
and to prepare them for the likely advent of the new, regi
mented social order. Although trying to retain the precious
heritage of the nineteenth century, they must take a more
critical view of the effects of emancipation, and think much
more in postemancipatory terms. Through their entire history
inescapably linked with the ideals of social justice, peace and
the brotherhood of nlen, the Jewish people must none the less
work out their essentially nonpolitical destinies in independence
of prevalent politicar~Erefllds7~TTberal or conservative, com
munist or fascist. But they must never surrender their humani-
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tarian aspiration to any kind of jingoistic nationalism, no
matter how great the temptation within or the pressure without.
' They must also rebuild their ethnic, communal and religious
life on new foundations. Western Judaism, especially, must
be revitalized, through culture and education, as a value worthy
of affirmation, rather than be allowed to vegetate as a sort
of "inverted Marranism." Jewish unity, in so far as it is at
all possible in such a dispersed and diversified people, must be
built around these positive principles, much more than around
negative and purely defensive aims.
The religious Jews, in particular, must follow the line of their
own "historical monotheism" as well as the true, though now
long forgotten, meaning of the word "religion," and give back
to Judaism that double function of relegere and religari of
which the ancients spoke. They must reread their profession
of faith in the light of both past history and present needs,
thus retaining historical continuity in the midst of most radical
.adaptations; and they must reestablish that firm link between
the individual and the community which alone can reawaken
in each Jew the sense of discipline and spontaneous obedience
to the supreme postulates of his people's historic destiny.
Like Deutero-Isaiah and his disciples among the psalmists
during Israel's emergence from the crisis of Exile, tbe-TS^
ligious leaders of our postemancipatory age must be ready to
"sing unto the Lord a new song" (Isa. 42:10; Ps. 96:1; 98:1,
etc.), new and appropriate to the great historical epoch which
has just begun. But even more than at that juncture, the "new
things" and the "former things" {hadashot and rishonot)\ so
often vividly contrasted by the exalted poet-prophet, must
now subtly intermingle in the great stream of Jewish social
and religous history.

